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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Polarization Division Multiplexing
for Optical Data Communications
by
Darko Ivanovich
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Engineering
Washington University in St. Louis, 2019
Professor Roger D. Chamberlain
Multiple parallel channels are ubiquitous in optical communications, with spatial division
multiplexing (separate physical paths) and wavelength division multiplexing (separate optical
wavelengths) being the most common forms. In this research work, we investigate the viability
of polarization division multiplexing, the separation of distinct parallel optical communication
channels through the polarization properties of light. We investigate polarization division
multiplexing based optical communication systems in five distinct parts.
In the first part of the work, we define a simulation model of two or more linearly polarized
optical signals (at different polarization angles) that are transmitted through a common
medium (e.g., air), filtered using aluminum nanowire optical filters fabricated on-chip, and
received using individual silicon photodetectors (one per channel). The filter model is based
upon an input optical signal formed as the sum of the Stokes vectors for each individual
channel, transformed by the Mueller matrix that models the filter proper, resulting in an
output optical signal that impinges on each photodiode. The simulation results show that
two and three channel systems can operate with a fixed-threshold comparator in the receiver
circuit, but four channel systems (and larger) will require channel coding of some form. The
xv
entire simulation model is designed in Cadence tools and the receiver (including optics) is
compatible with standard CMOS fabrication processes.
In the second part of the work, we design and manufacture a two channel chip that is used
as the light receiver to confirm the simulation results from the first part of the research.
Since logistics for the receiver’s chip testing were not favorable we constrained our testing
to single channel operation, which we demonstrated functionality using both electrical and
optical inputs. In addition, we used data from a pair of optical imagers (one linear and the
second with a logarithmic response) to investigate the noise properties of both the optical
and electrical signals within the system.
In the third part of the work, we provide examples of channel coding that enable the four
channel system to operate with positive noise margins.
In the fourth part of the work, we define an end-to-end simulation model of two, three or
four channel systems that utilize air, fiber, and a pair of mirrors in the optical path from
transmitter to receiver. Each of these systems is shown to have positive noise margins (albeit
using channel coding on the four channel editions); however, there are many circumstances
where the noise margins are quite small.
In the final part of the work, we examine the trade-offs between number of channels, signal





Multiple parallel channels are ubiquitous in optical communications, with spatial division
multiplexing (separate physical paths) and wavelength division multiplexing (separate optical
wavelengths) being the most common forms. These two forms of multiplexing are used
in modern high-speed data communications systems that operate on both short and long
distances. Our definition of the phrases short distance and long distance means distances
ranging from chip to chip on a circuit board all the way to city-to-city distances.
Wavelength division multiplexing has been a backbone of modern high-speed bidirectional
fiber-optic digital data communications for a long time, basically since the late 1970s [29]. It
is a technology which uses multiplexing of a number of optical carrier signals onto a single
optical fiber by using different wavelengths (or colors) of laser light [8, 12, 24, 29].
A typical wavelength division multiplexing bidirectional optical transmission system is shown
in Figure 1.1 [29]. Modern wavelength division multiplexing systems can handle 160 signals
each with different wavelength and carrying a 100 Gbit/s digital data rate. This means
that a single fiber pair can carry over 16 Tbit/s data rates. Modern wavelength division
1
multiplexing systems dominate high-speed digital data communications for long distances
(e.g., multi-kilometer lengths).
Figure 1.1: Wavelength division multiplexing optical transmission system [29].
Spatial division multiplexing is a technology which uses separate physical paths for commu-
nications [50, 56, 57, 68]. Spatial division multiplexing systems perform data transmission
based on multiple parallel fibers, each with a separate cladding comprising one or more cores,
without coupling between the fibers.
In order for spatial division multiplexing to be considered for future high-speed fiber-optic
communications systems this technology needs to be compatible with existing systems and also
it has to outperform existing systems in terms of data rates, costs and power consumption [24].
Figure 1.2 shows an example of a modern spatial division multiplexing optical transmission
system [44].
There have also been systems that use both techniques. For example, Lemoff et al. [37]
demonstrated a system designed for short-distance (between processor and memory) commu-
nications using four distinct wavelengths and 12 parallel fibers. The performance implications
of using optics in the processor-to-memory data path were investigated (in simulation) by
2
Figure 1.2: Spatial division multiplexing optical transmission system [44]
Fritts and Chamberlain [14] as an approach to address the performance limitations of the
memory wall [69].
In this research, we investigate the viability of polarization division multiplexing (PDM),
the separation of distinct parallel optical communication channels through the polarization
properties of light [5, 22, 25, 63, 73]. Two or more linearly polarized optical signals (at
different polarization angles) are transmitted through a common medium, filtered using
aluminum nanowire optical filters fabricated on-chip, and received using individual silicon
photodetectors (one per channel).
We desire the entire transmitter and receiver to be compatible with standard CMOS fabrication
processes. Our interest is in both the practical aspects (e.g., the degree to which manufacturing
variability effects the operation of the system) and the theoretical limits (e.g., the fundamental
trade-offs among optical power, noise margin and number of channels).
The motivation for this work is primarily short distance (on-chip, chip-to-chip on board,
and box-to-box within a machine room). As such, an important consideration is the cost
of implementation (especially relative to the fairly expensive end-point designs that can be
economically justified for long-haul, or city-to-city, distances).
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According to a recent article by Levi [38], there have been many attempts in the last 20
years to integrate optical communications for electronic applications at short distances, such
as chip-to-chip communications, board-to-board, box-to-box within equipment racks, and
rack-to-rack within a room or a building.
These efforts have not yielded extensive usage of optical communication systems for short
distance applications, and in that realm traditional electrical wire communications are still
dominant. According to [38], the main reason for this is that the cost penalty for using
optical wavelength division multiplexing systems is too high for commercial companies to
adopt the approach. Expensive wavelength division multiplexing receiver filtering designs
are not practical to be placed on processor chips and that is the main reason why the much
faster and higher bandwidth optical communication systems that are used for long distances
are not used for short distance applications.
We propose an optical communication system based on polarization division multiplexing.
Even though the channel count for PDM in a given transmission media is modest (3 to 4
channels) compared with over 100 data channels for long-haul WDM systems, it represents a
significant improvement over traditional electrical communication systems.
As part of this work, an end-to-end polarization division multiplexing system is modeled
(both mathematically and using the Cadence simulation tools) to investigate this concept.
The system simulation starts from an array of input signals that are multiplexed into one
light signal travelling through several media as transmission paths (free space, an optical
fiber, and free space with a pair of mirrors).
The light signal is represented as the sum of Stokes vectors for each individual data channel,
and the media is modeled via its Mueller matrix [10, 21, 33]. This light signal hits the filters
that are mounted on the receiver CMOS integrated chip. The filter model is based upon
4
this input optical signal transformed by the Mueller matrix that models the filter proper,
resulting in an output optical signal that impinges on each photodiode. An illustration of a
polarization division multiplexing optical transmission system is shown in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Polarization division multiplexing optical transmission system.
The results show that two and three channel systems can operate with a fixed-threshold
comparator in the receiver circuit, but four-channel systems (and larger) will require channel
coding of some form. For example, in the four-channel system, 10 of 16 distinct bit patterns are
separable by the receiver without using channel coding. The model also supports investigation
of the range of variability tolerable in the fabrication of the on-chip polarization filters. The
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system model is supported by the development and testing of a custom receiver CMOS
integrated chip.
To overcome the signal level limitations of the four channel system, simple channel coding
techniques are introduced that support four channel operation. The resulting noise margins,
however, are quite limited.
Two, three, and four channel systems are investigated using a variety of transmission media,
including air, fiber optics, and mirrored reflections. Also, the general relationships between
input optical power, number of channels, and noise margins in the receiver decoders are
shown.
1.1 Contributions
In this dissertation the following contributions are made. Citations are included for the
already published work.
• Design of 2, 3 and 4 channel Visible Light Communication (VLC) Polarization Division
Multiplexing (PDM) systems for usage in short distance communications such as chip-
to-chip, board-to-board, box-to-box within equipment racks, and rack-to-rack within a
room or a building.
• Design of 2, 3 and 4 channel VLC PDM systems with transmission media such as air,
fiber optic cables and air with mirror reflections. The media are represented by their
respective Mueller matrices [30].
• Usage of DoFP polarimeters bonded on a receiver chip for separation of polarized light
communication channels [31].
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• Cadence simulation of the full 2, 3 and 4 channel VLC PDM systems with air transmis-
sion media [31].
– Design of VerilogA models for optical parts of the system from transmitter in-
put lasers, through transmitter’s DoFP polarimeters, via transmission media to
receiver’s DoFP polarimeters.
– Design of VerilogA models for photodiodes.
– Design of receiver channel amplifier circuit.
– Design of receiver channel comparator with hysteresis circuit.
– Design of receiver channel 2-to-1 multiplexer.
• Noise analysis of the entire 2, 3 and 4 channel VLC PDM systems with transmission
media such as air, fiber optic cables, and air with mirror reflections [30].
– Noise analysis of optical part of the system
– Noise analysis of electrical part of the system
• Development of coding techniques to overcome noise problems caused by system optical
and electrical noise models.
• Design, layout, and fabrication of a prototype test receiver chip to demonstrate system
concept.
• Design, layout, and fabrication of a printed circuit board (PCB) for testing the prototype
receiver chip.
• Experimental results for characterizations of components of the VLC PDM system [30].
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1.2 Outline of the Dissertation
The outline of the dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 provides relevant background
information about VLC PDM systems, input lasers, DoFP polarimeters, fiber optic cables,
high-speed photodiodes, and Transimpendance Amplifiers (TIA) circuits used for high speed
data processing within receiver chip. Chapter 3 describes the conversion of combined polarized
light data channels for 2, 3 and 4 channels VLC PDM systems into individual electrical
signals (one per channel). Chapter 4 describes the design, layout and fabrication of the
custom receiver chip and its testing. This chapter also describes some optical bench testing
of DoFP polarimeters in air. Chapter 5 describes the channel coding which is used to
overcome noise problems that are an intrinsic part of the optical and electrical portions of
the system. Chapter 6 describes different 2, 3 and 4 channel VLC PDM system models
with transmission media such as air, fiber optic cables, and air with mirror reflections. This
chapter describes all these models analytically and using Cadence simulation. Chapter 7
describes noise properties of the system and end-to-end comparison of the system. Finally
Chapter 8 presents conclusions and future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Light has three basic properties: intensity, wavelength, and polarization as shown in Fig-
ure 2.1 [71]. The first two properties, intensity and wavelength, are the basis of modern
high-speed optical communication systems based on fiber optics. Fiber optic communica-
tion systems frequently use Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) for separation of
multiple optical channels. Modulated input optical signals that carry many data channels
encoded by different wavelengths are separated on the receiver side using well-known WDM
techniques [24].
Our focus is on the exploitation of polarization, which can be efficiently represented using
Stokes parameters [42, 43]. Using Stokes vectors we characterize the polarized light signals
coming from modulated CMOS-based optical lasers which are used as the transmitters in
our PDM optical transmission system. These polarized light signals are sent through some
transmission media (e.g. fiber cable) and then they are received by CMOS-based receiver
with Division of Focal Plane (DoFP) polarimeter filter array bonded on the receiver chip
surface.
9
Figure 2.1: Properties of light [71].
Both transmission media and DoFP polarimeter filter array are represented by Mueller
matrices [48]. Following approach of Herad and Lacourt the models for various transmission
media can be derived and used for simulation of high-speed optical data communications
systems [23]. The DoFP polarimeter filter array on the CMOS receiver separates optical
signals with different polarization angles. Each optical signal is then converted to electrical
signal using high-speed photodiode and it is conditioned into digital data stream for each
channel on the CMOS receiver [31].
There have been reported a number of research projects of PDM system designs built on an
optical bench. Wang et al., Hsu et al., Morant et al. and Kwon et al. showed that visible
light communication systems based on polarization division multiplexing can be used for
gigabit data transfers [26, 35, 45, 67]. These demonstrations were all on an optical bench,
and therefore not well suited for CMOS integration.
They showed effective signal separation with two optical channels arranged 90o apart. Also,
there has been some previous work where three optical signals with different polarization
angles were sent thru a single-mode fiber cable (without polarization preservation) and these
signals were recovered on receiver side of the experiment [23]. This experiment was also
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performed on an optical bench. Further, Chen et al. showed a similar optical bench PDM
system for four independent channels [7].
Goossens et al. proposed a PDM system based on nonlinear Fourier transforms and their
simulation results show feasibility for PDM communication systems over single-mode fiber [18].
Yao at el. also showed two-channel PDM system on an optical bench [70]. Dou et al. reported
two channel PDM system of chaotic laser secure communications on an optical bench [11].
Olsson et al. showed a two channel PDM system over 200 km long optical fiber [46].
Evangelides et al. showed that polarization division multiplexing with solitons can be using
for optical data transfer over very long distance equal to 10000 km [13].
Recent work using Division of focal plane (DoFP) polarimeters integrated with CMOS
technology enables compact, real-time polarization imaging systems [17, 20, 47, 48]. The
DoFP polarimeters are manufactured from aluminum nanowire materials and mounted on
custom CMOS ICs. This system contains an entire image processing pipeline that operates
at frame rates of 40 frames per second or higher and thus enables real-time extraction of the
polarization properties from the imaged environment.
Recently, Thangaraj et al. described the design and successful integration of high speed
photodiodes on CMOS ICs for a fully operational CMOS-compatible optical digital clock
distribution and electrical recovery system in a 0.35 nm CMOS process [1, 36, 49, 62]. This
work demonstrates the viability of inexpensive optical-electrical signal transformations at
GHz speeds in CMOS technology.
There are reported designs of high-speed CMOS based optical laser drivers that can be used
as the transmitters of high-speed digital data [27, 28, 32, 55].
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We will build upon these designs to show the viability of an entire high-speed PDM optical
transmission system where both the transmitter and the receiver are CMOS-based and where
the transmission media might be any of the following: free space, waveguides, fiber optic cable
with preservation of polarization, and fiber optic cable without preservation of polarization.
There are available literature resources and experimental data that model all these different
types of transmission media [9, 41, 51, 52, 53, 65, 66].
In this research work for the receiver chip channel design we use slower circuit design that has
amplifier and comparator with hysteresis that operate in the MHz frequency range. For future
VLC PDM high-speed system design in the multiple GHz range we will use transimpedance
amplifier (TIA) designs which are well described in the literature [2, 6, 39, 40, 58, 59, 61].
2.1 Stokes Vector Representation of Light
The Stokes parameters are a set of values that describe the polarization state of a traveling
light beam. The Stokes parameters are usually combined into a vector, known as the Stokes









Here Θ is polarization angle and S0 is the intensity of the light beam and it is defined as
S0 = I (2.2)
where I is the total intensity of the light beam.
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(S1,S2,S3) are the Cartesian coordinates of the three-dimensional vector of position in space
of the light beam. These Cartesian coordinates S1, S2 and S3 can be transformed into the
spherical coordinates Ip, 2ψ and 2χ as is shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.2: Polarization ellipse, showing the relationship to the Poincaré sphere parameters
ψ and χ [60].
Here p is the degree of polarization which is defined as 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. The factor of two before
ψ represents the fact that any polarization ellipse is indistinguishable from one rotated by
180◦. Also, the factor of two before χ indicates that an ellipse is indistinguishable from one
with the semi-axis lengths swapped accompanied by a 90◦ rotation. Note that the phase
information of the polarized light is not recorded in the Stokes parameters.
The Cartesian coordinates S1, S2 and S3 are defined as:
S1 = Ip cos 2ψ cos 2χ (2.3)
S2 = Ip sin 2ψ cos 2χ (2.4)
S3 = Ip sin 2χ (2.5)
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Figure 2.3: The Poincaré sphere is the parametrisation of the last three Stokes parameters in
spherical coordinates [60].
If we have defined the Stokes parameters S0, S1, S2 and S3 we can calculate the spherical
coordinates as




















Here are some examples of the Stokes vectors that we will extensively use in this research:










This makes sense because in this case the spherical coordinates are
I = 1; p = 0; 2ψ = 0◦; 2χ = 0◦; (2.11)









Which also makes sense because in this case the spherical coordinates are
I = 1; p = 1; 2ψ = 0◦; 2χ = 0◦; (2.13)









In this case the spherical coordinates are
I = 1; p = 1; 2ψ = 90◦; 2χ = 0◦; (2.15)
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In this case the spherical coordinates are
I = 1; p = 1; 2ψ = 180◦; 2χ = 0◦; (2.17)









In this case the spherical coordinates are
I = 1; p = 1; 2ψ = 270◦; 2χ = 0◦; (2.19)













In this case the spherical coordinates are
I = 1; p = 1; 2ψ = 120◦; 2χ = 0◦; (2.21)













In this case the spherical coordinates are
I = 1; p = 1; 2ψ = 240◦; 2χ = 0◦; (2.23)
When exploiting multiple distinct polarization angles for separate channels, we follow the
theoretical guidance of Tyo [64] and evenly space the channels around the circle.
2.2 Mueller Matrix Representation of Aluminum Mirror
with Oxide Layer
In Chapter 6 we will model a chip-to-chip path that includes mirrors. What follows is the
derivation of a Mueller matrix model that represents an aluminum mirror with oxide layer,
from van Harten et al. [21].
We can recall that as light travels through the space it is defined with two electromagnetic
waves which are perpendicular to each other and they can be defined as p-polarized light or
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horizontal axis directed electromagnetic wave and s-polarized light or vertical axis directed
electromagnetic wave. (Here, we are adopting the notation of van Harten et al., which is
equivalent to the notions of 0◦ and 90◦ polarization described above.)
The Mueller matrix of the aluminum mirror with oxide layer (Al2O3) MR is shown below [21]
and it is defined with the reflection coefficients of p-polarized light rP and the reflection

























Since both rP and rS are complex numbers, we define the elements from the Muller matrix
for the aluminum mirror as
RP = |rP |2 (2.25)
RS = |rS|2 (2.26)
EP = arg(rP ) (2.27)
ES = arg(rS) (2.28)
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nf (λ)df cos Θf (2.32)
ηb = nb(λ) cos Θb (2.33)
ηf = nf (λ) cos Θf (2.34)
and
ηm = nm(λ) cos Θo (2.35)
Also the angles Θb and Θf are calculated using Snell’s law [21],
nm(λ) sin Θo = nf (λ) sin Θf (2.36)
nb(λ) sin Θb = nf (λ) sin Θf (2.37)
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If we make calculations for wavelength λ = 500 nm, we can calculate the reflection coefficient
of p-polarized light rP as it is shown below. The index of refraction of air is
nm(λ) = 1. (2.38)




From nm(λ) and Θo we obtain ηm using equation (2.35)
ηm = 0.7071. (2.40)
Index of refraction of the aluminum mirror is [21]
nf (λ) = 1.61. (2.41)
Also thickness of aluminum oxide layer on the mirror is [21]
df = 4.12 nm. (2.42)




Index of refraction of bulk metal is [21]
nb(λ) = 0.769− i5.88. (2.44)
Using Snell’s law equation (2.37) we obtain Θb. Note that in equation (2.37) we only used
the real part of nb(λ)
Θb = 66.855
◦. (2.45)
Using equation (2.33) we obtain ηb. Note that in equation (2.33) we only used the real part
of nb(λ)
ηb = 0.3023. (2.46)
Using equation (2.32) we obtain δf
δf = 4.2906
◦. (2.47)
From equation (2.34) we get ηf
ηf = 1.4464. (2.48)
Using equations (2.30) and (2.31) we obtain Em and Hm
Em = 0.9972 + i0.0156 (2.49)
Hm = 0.3015 + i0.1082. (2.50)
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Finally, using equation (2.29) we obtain the reflection coefficient of p-polarized light rP
rP = 0.3841 + i0.142. (2.51)
Using equations (2.25) and (2.27) we obtain
RP = 0.1677 (2.52)
and
EP = −20.2891◦. (2.53)






























Also the angles Θb and Θf are calculated using Snell’s law [21],
nm(λ) sin Θo = nf (λ) sin Θf (2.61)
nb(λ) sin Θb = nf (λ) sin Θf (2.62)
Again if we make calculations for wavelength λ = 500 nm, we can calculate the reflection
coefficient of s-polarized light rS as it is shown below. The index of refraction of air is
nm(λ) = 1. (2.63)




From nm(λ) and Θo we obtain ηm using equation (2.60)
ηm = 1.4142. (2.65)
Again, index of refraction of the aluminum mirror is [21]
nf (λ) = 1.61. (2.66)
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Also thickness of aluminum oxide layer on the mirror is [21]
df = 4.12 nm. (2.67)
Using Snell’s law equation (2.61) we obtain
Θf = 26.0526
◦. (2.68)
Index of refraction of bulk metal is [21]
nb(λ) = 0.769− i5.88. (2.69)
Using Snell’s law equation (2.62) we obtain Θb. Note that in equation (2.62) we only used
the real part of nb(λ)
Θb = 66.855
◦. (2.70)
Using equation (2.58) we obtain ηb. Note that in equation (2.58) we only used the real part
of nb(λ)
ηb = 1.9564. (2.71)




From equation (2.59) we get ηf
ηf = 1.7921. (2.73)
Using equations (2.55) and (2.56) we obtain Em and Hm
Em = 0.9972 + i0.0817 (2.74)
Hm = 1.9509 + i0.1341. (2.75)
Finally, using equation (2.54) we obtain the reflection coefficient of s-polarized light rS
rS = −0.1604 + i0.0064. (2.76)
Using equations (2.26) and (2.28) we obtain




Finally, the Mueller matrix of the aluminum mirror is defined as
MR =

1 −0.734 0 0
−0.734 1 0 0
0 0 0.6463 −0.21






A light signal is defined by its intensity, wavelength and polarization. In the present system,
we use intensity to encode the information to be delivered, and polarization to separate
multiple channels. Each input light signal at a different polarization angle is modulated to
represent one digital data channel. All these input light signals are combined at the source
into one incident light signal traveling in free space. This incident light signal will form the
input to our receiver.
Each data channel has a unique angle of polarization. If it is a dual data channel system
then data channel angles of polarization are 0o and 90o. If it is a three channel system then
data channel angles of polarization are 0o, 60o and 120o. And if it is a four channel system
then data channel angles of polarization are 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o.
This aggregate input light signal is received at a DoFP polarimeter array that may have two,
three or four filters depending if we have a two, three or four channel design. Each filter
from the array will have its own polarization angle that will match a polarization angle of
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one channel of input light. The operation of the polarimeter array is modeled via its Mueller
matrix, which has been parameterized using measurements from fabricated devices [48].
In the remainder of this chapter, we will define the appropriate mathematical models behind
PDM for two, three, or four channel receiver designs.
3.1 Two Channel DoFP Polarization Filter Array
For a two channel DoFP polarization filter array the two input data channels have angles of
polarization of 0o and 90o, respectively. Each input data channel is represented by a Stokes
vector SΘ [48]. The Stokes vectors for incident input light channels with polarization angles






















The incident light that includes both data channels’ signals has the total Stokes vector SINPUT
at any moment of time defined as
SINPUT = b0S0◦ + b90S90◦ (3.1)
where b0 and b90 represent the modulating bits (each valued at either 0 or 1).
If we modulate an incident input light signal (of intensity i = 1) with the binary sequence
for two data channels, then the total Stokes vector SINPUT for incident input light at any
moment is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Input light signal modulated as binary sequence for two data channels with
polarization angles of 0o and 90o.
The incident light signal SINPUT reaches the DoFP polarization filter array, which separates









x − p2y)c2Θ (p2x − p2y)s2Θ 0
(p2x − p2y)c2Θ (p2x + p2y)(c2Θ)2 + 2pxpy(s2Θ)2 12 (px − py)
2s4Θ 0
(p2x − p2y)s2Θ 12 (px − py)
2s4Θ 2pxpy(c2Θ)2 + (p2x + p2y)(s2Θ)2 0
0 0 0 pxpy

(3.2)
where c2Θ is cos 2Θ, s2Θ is sin 2Θ, and s4Θ is sin 4Θ. In the Mueller matrix MΘ, Θ is the
angle of polarization and px and py are the transmission coefficients in the x and y axes
(they characterize the properties, including imperfections, of the aluminum nanowire filters).
Figure 3.2 illustrates the input light signal SINPUT that reaches the DoFP polarization filter
array and the output light signals from the filters I0◦ and I90◦ .
The output of each filter from the DoFP polarization filter array is [48]:
IΘ = g
[
1 0 0 0
]
MΘSINPUT + d (3.3)
In the equation above IΘ represents the light intensity of each filter from the DoFP polarization
filter array. Variables g and d are the internal gain and dark offset of each filter. We will
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Figure 3.2: The input light signal for two data channels with polarization angles of 0o and
90o incident upon the DoFP polarization filter array generates the output light signals from
the filters I0 and I90.
assume that gain is equal to 1. Also for our application we can ignore the dark offset because
this current is measured in fA and a single channel’s photodiode current is between fA when




1 0 0 0
]
MΘSINPUT (3.4)














x − p2y)c2Θ (p2x − p2y)s2Θ 0
(p2x − p2y)c2Θ (p2x + p2y)(c2Θ)2 + 2pxpy(s2Θ)2 12 (px − py)
2s4Θ 0
(p2x − p2y)s2Θ 12 (px − py)
2s4Θ 2pxpy(c2Θ)2 + (p2x + p2y)(s2Θ)2 0









where again c2Θ is cos 2Θ, s2Θ is sin 2Θ, and s4Θ is sin 4Θ. Assuming that the intensity in the
Stokes vectors for S0◦ and S90◦ is 2, this will yield the the following Stokes vectors for incident




























x − p2y) cos(2Θ) + S2(p2x − p2y) sin(2Θ)] (3.7)
We use the following approximations to calculate the filter’s outputs IΘ [48]:












These represent the physical properties of the fabricated filters themselves. The above leads




















































If we examine a binary truth table for this two channel DoFP polarization filter array we can
see that we can have the correct binary outputs given we use a reasonable comparison point
for light intensity (anywhere near 0.5 will be sufficient). This is shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Binary truth table for two channel DoFP polarization filter array.
b90 b0 SINPUT I90 I0
0 0 [0 0 0 0]T 0 0
0 1 [2 2 0 0]T 0.005 0.995
1 0 [2 − 2 0 0]T 0.995 0.005
1 1 [4 0 0 0]T 1 1
3.2 Three Channel DoFP Polarization Filter Array
For a three channel DoFP polarization filter array the three input data channels have angles
of polarization of 0o, 60o and 120o, respectively. The Stokes vectors for incident input light



































The incident input light signal that includes all of the channels’ signals has the total Stokes
vector SINPUT at any moment of time defined as
SINPUT = b0S0◦ + b60S60◦ + b120S120◦ (3.14)
If we modulate an intensity i = 1 light signal with the binary sequence for three data channels,
then the total Stokes vector SINPUT for incident input light at any moment is illustrated in
Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 shows the filter system.
Figure 3.3: The light signal modulated as binary sequence for three data channels with
polarization angles of 0◦, 60◦, and 120◦.
Again each DoFP polarization filter is represented by the filter’s Mueller matrix MΘ from
equation (3.2), and the output of each filter is:
IΘ =
[




Figure 3.4: The incident input light signal for three data channels with polarization angles of
0o, 60o and 120o reaches the DoFP polarization filter array and generates the output light
signals from the filters I0, I60, and I120.




































x − p2y) cos(2Θ) + S2(p2x − p2y) sin(2Θ)] (3.17)
Using equations (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) gives filter output IΘ. For the filter with polarization





































































If we examine the binary truth table for this three channel DoFP polarization filter array
(see Table 3.2) we can see that we can still have the correct output binary values with an
appropriately chosen threshold; all input 0s have output intensity ≤ 0.505 and all input 1s
have output intensity ≥ 0.995. However, the available noise margin is significantly reduced
due to crosstalk between the channels.
Table 3.2: Binary truth table for three channel DoFP polarization filter array.
b120 b60 b0 SINPUT I120 I60 I0
0 0 0 [0 0 0 0]T 0 0 0
0 0 1 [2 2 0 0]T 0.253 0.253 0.995
0 1 0 [2 −1
√
3 0]T 0.253 0.995 0.253
0 1 1 [4 1
√
3 0]T 0.505 1.248 1.248
1 0 0 [2 −1 −
√
3 0]T 0.995 0.253 0.253
1 0 1 [4 1 −
√
3 0]T 1.248 0.505 1.248
1 1 0 [4 −2 0 0]T 1.248 1.248 0.505
1 1 1 [6 0 0 0]T 1.5 1.5 1.5
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3.3 Four Channel DoFP Polarization Filter Array
In a four channel DoFP Polarization filter array four input data channels have angles of
polarization of 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o, respectively. The Stokes vectors for incident input light






























The incident input light signal that includes all data channels has the total Stokes vector
SINPUT defined as
SINPUT = b0S0◦ + b45S45◦ + b90S90◦ + b135S135◦ (3.22)
Once again, each filter is represented by the filter’s Mueller matrix MΘ from equation (3.2),
and the output of each filter is:
IΘ =
[




If we assume that the intensity parameter i in the Stokes vectors S0◦ , S45◦ , S90◦ and S135◦ is






























Figure 3.5 shows the input light SINPUT that reaches the DoFP polarization filter array and
the output light signals from the filters I0, I45, I90 and I135.
Figure 3.5: The input light signal for four data channels with polarization angles of 0o, 45o,
90o and 135o reaches the DoFP polarization filter array and generates the output light signals
from the filters I0, I45, I90 and I135.
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x − p2y) cos(2Θ) + S2(p2x − p2y) sin(2Θ)] (3.25)
Using equations (3.8), (3.9) and (3.25) gives filter output IΘ. For the filter with polarization

















































































When we examine the binary truth table for the four channel DoFP polarization filter array
we see that we cannot have the correct output for each input combination (see Table 3.3). At
the very least, the input combination 0101 will be indistinguishable from input combination
1010.
Table 3.3: Binary truth table for four channel DoFP polarization filter array.
b135 b90 b45 b0 SINPUT I135 I90 I45 I0
0 0 0 0 [0 0 0 0]T 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 [2 2 0 0]T 0.5 0.005 0.5 0.995
0 0 1 0 [2 0 2 0]T 0.005 0.5 0.995 0.5
0 0 1 1 [4 2 2 0]T 0.505 0.505 1.495 1.495
0 1 0 0 [2 −2 0 0]T 0.5 0.995 0.5 0.005
0 1 0 1 [4 0 0 0]T 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 [4 −2 2 0]T 0.505 1.495 1.495 0.505
0 1 1 1 [6 0 2 0]T 1.005 1.5 1.995 1.5
1 0 0 0 [2 0 −2 0]T 0.995 0.5 0.005 0.5
1 0 0 1 [4 2 −2 0]T 1.495 0.505 0.505 1.495
1 0 1 0 [4 0 0 0]T 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 [6 2 0 0]T 1.5 1.005 1.5 1.995
1 1 0 0 [4 −2 −2 0]T 1.495 1.495 0.505 0.505
1 1 0 1 [6 0 −2 0]T 1.995 1.5 1.005 1.5
1 1 1 0 [6 −2 0 0]T 1.5 1.995 1.5 1.005
1 1 1 1 [8 0 0 0]T 2 2 2 2
For example, if we posit a threshold of 0.7 for each of four filter outputs I0, I45, I90 and I135
in Table 3.3 we can see that:
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1. I135 will not result in 0 for two input sequences 0101 and 0111.
2. I90 will not result in 0 for two input sequences 1010 and 1011.
3. I45 will not result in 0 for two input sequences 0101 and 1101.
4. I0 will not result in 0 for two input sequences 1010 and 1110.
The crosstalk between neighboring channels is sufficiently large that only 10 of the 16 input
combinations give unique output combinations. We defer until Chapter 6 to determine coding
techniques that can improve upon this.
We have developed VerilogA models for DoFP polarization filter arrays of two, three and four
channels. In the next section, we will describe a simulation model of the complete receiver
system, including both the optical and electronic subsystems.
3.4 Simulation Model
Figure 3.6 shows the entire four data channel receiver of the VLC PDM system. Simulation
models have been constructed for two, three, and four data channel receiver subsystems using
Cadence software tools.
Transmitter laser input signals are simulated with square wave voltage sources with proper
amplitudes that represent input laser signal power. These transmitter laser input signals are
are connected to DoFP filter arrays for two, three and four channel VLC PDM designs.
The VLC PDM system receiver’s DoFP filter arrays are modeled using VerilogA. They are
connected to the photodiode in each data communication channel. Each photodiode is also
modeled using VerilogA.
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Figure 3.6: Four channel VLC system.
The rest of the simulation model was designed using Cadence 180 nm node design software.
This part of each receiver channel has the amplifier circuit followed by the comparator with
hysteresis circuit. The electronic subsystem for each data channel is designed as shown in
Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: One data channel of VLC system.
3.4.1 Photodiode
Photodiodes used in the VLC system have to be fast switching diodes and they should
have low capacitance. Fast switching photodiodes have been used for optical high speed
digital clocking in various silicon chips. [1, 36, 49] The photodiode model was designed using
VerilogA. Examples of complex photodiode model designs created in VerilogA exist in the
literature [4]. For the VLC system we will use a simpler photodiode model. The photodiode
circuit is shown in Figure 3.8.
The photodiode is reverse biased by VR = 2.25 V, a voltage source connected through the
active CMOS transistor Q1. The transistor Q1 is biased with V bias = 3.3 V, and a parallel
capacitance (20 fF) simulates the photodiode’s internal capacitance. In the VerilogA model,
the photodiode current is calculated using the following expression [3]:







VR/VT − 1)− qAgop(Lp + Ln +W )
(3.30)
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Figure 3.8: Photodiode circuit of one data channel of VLC system.
The photodiode forward current I forward is a dark current approximation that represents
current flowing from anode to cathode when reverse bias voltage V R is applied and no light








VR/VT − 1) (3.31)
This current is in the order of few fA, which is negligible current for this application.
The photodiode optical current Ioptical is a reverse current created by shining light on the
photodiode. This current is in the order of few µA.
Ioptical = qAgop(Lp + Ln +W ) (3.32)
The model parameters for the above expressions are given in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Photodiode model parameters [3, 72].
Parameter Symbol Value
Basic electric charge q 1.6× 10−19 C
Area of Si-pn junction A 0.0001 cm2
Temperature T 300 K
Boltzmann constant K 1.38× 10−23 m
2kg
s2K
Thermal voltage VT KTq = 0.025875 V
Intrinsic electron and hole concentration for Si at 25°C ni 1.5× 10−10 cm−3
Dielectric constant of vacuum εo 8.85× 10−14 F/cm
Relative dielectric constant of Si εr 11.8
Acceptor concentration of photodiode N-junction Nd 1015 cm−3
Carrier recombination lifetime of N-junction τp 0.00001 s
Electron mobility of photodiode N-junction µn 1300 cm
2
Vs
Hole mobility of photodiode N-junction µp 450 cm
2
Vs
Acceptor concentration of photodiode P-junction Na 1017 cm−3
Carrier Recombination lifetime of P-junction τn 0.0000001 s
Electron mobility of photodiode P-junction µn 700 cm
2
Vs
Hole mobility of photodiode P-junction µp 200 cm
2
Vs
Optical generation rate gop αPOEPHq = 8.68056× 10
19
Absorption coefficient of Si α 500 cm−1
Uniform illumination of red light EPH 1.8 eV
Laser optical power PO 0.05 Wcm2
Diffusion coefficient on photodiode N-junction Dp VTµp
Diffusion coefficient on photodiode P-junction Dn VTµn
Diffusion length for holes Lp
√
Dpτp
Diffusion length for electrons Ln
√
Dnτn
Minority concentration of electrons in P-junction pn
n2i
Nd
Minority concentration of holes in N-junction np
n2i
Na
Contact potential Vo VT ln(NaNdn2i
)
Depletion region width W
√
2εoεr






The amplifier circuit shown in Figure 3.9 is used to boost the input voltage signal range
to an appropriate level for the comparator. It is a common-source stage amplifier with a
diode-connected PMOS device used as an active load [54].
Figure 3.9: Amplifier circuit of one data channel of VLC system.
The relationship between V IN and V OUT is shown in Figure 3.10. V IN is the voltage coming
out of the photodiode circuit stage and it is in the range 600 mV to 850 mV. Using a
common-source stage amplifier with diode-connected PMOS device this voltage range is
changed to the inverted V OUT signal in range 1.5 V to 2.5 V. This is much larger voltage
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range and it is easier for the comparator with hysteresis to detect between voltage low (binary
"0") and voltage high (binary "1") with proper threshold voltage.
Figure 3.10: Input-output characteristics of common-stage amplifier with diode-connected
PMOS device as load [54].
3.4.3 Comparator
A comparator with settable hysteresis band is used to differentiate between a high voltage or
binary 1 and a low voltage or binary 0 in each data channel. In the simulated design each
channel uses a three-stage comparator with internal hysteresis, which is shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.12 shows a high-level block diagram. The comparator consists of five blocks. [15, 34]
The first block is a differential stage which uses internal bias and internal hysteresis blocks to
detect a voltage high or voltage low. The Common Source amplifier block is used to increase
the gain. Finally the last block stage is an inverter stage, it is used to increase the gain and
to improve the slew-rate of the output voltage. The inverter stage consists of nine inverters
for the VLC system design.
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Figure 3.11: The three-stage comparator with internal hysteresis.
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Figure 3.12: Block diagram of the 3-stage comparator with internal hysteresis.
The V IN+ input of the comparator is connected to the output voltage of the amplifier stage
of the VLC system. The V IN- input is connected to a reference voltage which is used to
compare to the input voltage V IN+.
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3.5 Simulation Results
The results that follow, we will illustrate the correct operation of the two channel and
three channel systems, show the resilience of the three channel system to variations in the
fabrication of the filters, and demonstrate how the four channel system is capable of reliably
delivering 10 of 16 possible bit patterns.
For the two channel system, we will show a number of internal signals, indicating the internal
operation of each channel. For the three channel system we will highlight the internal signals
that vary as the fabricated instances can vary.
3.5.1 Two Channel System
The two channel VLC system consists of 0o and 90o polarization angle data channels. The
schematic diagram for the two channel VLC system is shown in Figure 3.13. Two laser input
sources are in the lower left-hand corner of the schematic. They are simulated using square
wave voltage sources each with amplitudes of 50 mV and with frequency of 1MHz. One
square wave voltage source represents the laser input source with 0o polarization angle and
other square wave voltage source represents the laser input source with 90o polarization angle.
In the VerilogA model, we use a 50 mV amplitude voltage signal to represent light power of
50 mW. These two square wave voltage sources are inputs to two channel DoFP filter array.
Two channel DoFP filter array, immediately to the right of the light sources is based on the
Muller matrix computation described in Section 3.1. Two channel DoFP filter array was
designed in VerilogA and it is defined as custom part of the VLC system that is simulated in
Cadence.
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Each DoFP filter array output is connected to a photodiode from Section 4.1 (shown at the
top of the schematic). The photodiode was also modeled in VerilogA and it is defined as
a custom part of the VLC system. The photodiode output is connected to the common-
source amplifier with diode-connected PMOS device described in Section 4.2. The output of
the common-source stage amplifier is connected to the comparator with internal hysteresis
described in Section 4.3.
Figure 3.13: Two channel system with 0o and 90o polarization angles.
Figure 3.14 shows two modulated laser sources as input signals V in1 with 0o polarization
angle and V in2 with 90o polarization angle. Vlight_1 and Vlight_2 represent the light signals
from the filter array, Vdiode_1 and Vdiode_2 represent the signals from the photodiodes,
Vpd_out_1 and Vpd_out_2 represent the output of the bias circuit (input to the amplifier),
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and V1+ and V2+ are the non-inverting inputs to the comparator. The input light signals are
completely recovered at each data channel output of the VLC system, V out1 and V out2.
Figure 3.14: Two channels with 0o and 90o polarization angles.
3.5.2 Three Channel System
The three channel VLC system consists of 0o, 60o and 120o polarization angles data channels
and is shown in Figure 3.15. Three laser sources are simulated with square wave voltage
sources each 100 mW (100 mV) that are input to a three channel DoFP filter array. The
rest of the three channel VLC system is exactly the same as the two channel VLC system.
Again, the light sources and filter are in the lower left-hand corner of the schematic and the
photodiodes are across the top.
Figure 3.16 shows that three modulated laser sources input signals are completely recovered
at each data channel output of the VLC system.
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Figure 3.15: Three channel system with 0o, 60o and 120o polarization angles.
Figure 3.16: Three channel system input and output signals.
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A (simulation-based) characterization of the properties of the optical communications channels
under realistic variation in the fabrication of the filters is performed on the three channel
VLC system. Due to fabrication imperfections, DoFP filter array polarization angles can
have errors of 5o. [48] Figure 3.17 shows internal signals of the three Channel VLC system
when DoFP filter array polarization angles are 0o, 60o and 120o, while Figure 3.18 shows
the same internal signals when DoFP filter array polarization angles are 5o, 55o and 125o
which is the worst case of fabrication imperfections. Only DoFP filter array output signals
Vlight_1, Vlight_2 and Vlight_3 have different signal levels and all other following internal
signals of the VLC system are almost identical between the two simulations. As a result, the
performance of the three channel VLC system is not impacted by the fabrication imperfection
of the filters.
Figure 3.17: 3 channel 0o, 60o and 120o polarization angles internal signals.
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Figure 3.18: 3 channel 5o, 55o and 125o polarization angles internal signals.
3.5.3 Four Channel System
The four channel VLC system consists of 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o polarization angles data
channels and is shown in Figure 3.19. Four laser sources are simulated with square wave
voltage sources each 100 mW (100 mV) that are input to a four channel DoFP filter array.
The rest of the four channel VLC system is the same as the two or three channel VLC
systems.
Figure 3.20 shows that four modulated laser input signals are not completely recovered at
each data channel output of the VLC system. Crosstalk between the channels on the input
of the VLC system and DoFP filters supports the recovery of 10 out of 16 distinct symbols
at the outputs of the VLC system. We will return to this issue in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.19: 4 channel 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o polarization angles.




4.1 Receiver Chip Design and Testing
A receiver integrated chip (IC) looks as shown in Figure 4.1. The IC is custom CMOS IC
designed in 180 nm CMOS node technology. DoFP optical filters are designed to be mounted
on the surface of the IC to create the optical receiver. The DoFP optical filters are made of
aluminum nanowire and they have various incident angles of light polarization which is used
to design independent digital communications channels.
Figure 4.2 [20] shows image of 45o oriented aluminum nanowire and side view of aluminum
nanowire. Each filter is connected to high-speed photodiode that converts optical signal to
electrical signal before the electrical signal is sent through digital data channel that is shown
in Figure 3.7. Since our IC design has two channels we will use 0o and 90o optical filters to
observe various properties of this design.
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Figure 4.1: Custom IC with DoFP filters mounted on the surface of the IC.
The approach is for two optical modulated input signals with different polarization angles to
be sent to the IC and then observe output signals from both channels on the IC. Figure 4.3
shows two channel system conversion of optical to electrical signal.
A custom two channel CMOS chip was designed using Cadence software chip layout 180 nm
node technology. Figure 3.7 shows the design of one channel of this chip. The photodiode
circuit is input stage of a receiver’s channel. It is followed by common-source stage amplifier
with a diode-connected PMOS device which is used as an active load which is used as middle
stage of the receiver’s channel. The receiver’s channel also has a comparator with externally
adjustable hysteresis and inverter chain as output stage.
Figure 4.4 shows the top layout view of the chip. The circled area is our portion of the chip
because the chip design also has another research design project on it at the same time.
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Figure 4.2: 45o oriented aluminum nanowire filter [20].
Figure 4.3: Two channel optical to electrical conversion.
The photodiodes are laid out so that they cover as much surface area as possible, so that
DoFP filters can be bonded easier over the each channel photodiode. This is also so that
they can absorb as much light as possible. In that way we are trying to reduce input light
power requirements as much as possible.
Figure 4.5 shows bottom view of printed wiring board (PWB) that was designed together
with the custom chip for testing purposes. The chip is placed in socket that is soldered on
the PWB. The PWB is providing various functions for the custom chip. The PWB provides
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Figure 4.4: Top view of IC 2 channel layout designed in Cadence 180 nm node.
3.3V rail voltage to the chip and surrounding circuitry. It also provides external resistors
that are used to adjust threshold voltages and hysteresis for each channel’s comparator. The
PWB is also connected with external connector to a FPGA board for some possible future
development.
Once fabricated, the CMOS chip was placed into the socket on the PWB. First test we
applied was to power up the board and make sure that everything is connected properly.
This test was successful and we then performed a chip functionality test.
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Figure 4.5: Bottom view of PWB that is used for testing of the IC.
This test shows that the custom chip is functioning properly. In this test we ignore the
photodiode and we apply a square wave voltage with amplitude of 3.3V and with frequency
of 1 MHz at V R input shown in Figure 4.6. If everything works properly we should see the
same square wave voltage at the channel’s output.
Using a digital oscilloscope we observed the input square wave voltage signal and voltage
output signal of the channel tested in this experiment. As we can see on Figure 4.7, the input
square wave voltage signal is oscilloscope channel A1 and the output signal is oscilloscope
channel A2. We can see that the output voltage signal is also 3.3V, 1 MHz square wave which
shows that the chip internal circuitry is working properly.
In the second chip test we apply a regular red LED diode as input optical signal transmitter
device. The red LED was connected to signal generator square wave 1V, 5 Hz output and
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Figure 4.6: One data channel of VLC system.
the LED was pointed to one custom chip channel and we observed the channel output, which
is shown in Figure 4.8.
As we can see from this test, the photodiode responds properly to LED diode light input
signal and the receiver’s channel output looks like desired 3.3V, 5 Hz square wave. Noise on
the bottom of the output signal shown in Figure 4.8 can be filtered by adjusting comparator
hysteresis. Due to filter bonding problems we did not perform more chip testing.
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Figure 4.7: Experiment 1 of the chip where photodiode was neglected.
Figure 4.8: Experiment 2 of the chip using photodiode.
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4.2 Linear CMOS Sensor Testing
The research described in this and the following section is reported in [30], and we would like
to thank our co-authors for their contributions, specifically Amit Deliwala for the collection
of data presented here.
Since we were unable to perform the optical experiments with the fabricated chip, we instead
used a commercial image sensor [19]. The experiment was performed on the optical bench
shown in Figure 4.9, and is intended to investigate two features of our system:
1. how will multiple polarized light signals interact in the air that is used as the transmission
media, and
2. how does the electrical noise in the receiver compare with the optical interference we
model between channels.
From Figure 4.9 we can see that a 530 nm uniform green LED light source illuminates light
that travels to an integrating sphere where the light signal is diffused and then an aperture is
used to create a narrow light beam. After this process a collimating lens is used to create a
straight, uniform beam.
This beam is polarized with a fixed linear polarizer (manufactured by Newport) located inside
the tube that is adjacent to the integrating sphere. The polarized light travels through the
air and passes through a rotation stage with linear polarizer also made by Newport that is
manually rotated from 0◦ to 180◦ in steps of 2 degrees. The light is then passed to the linear
low-noise monochrome CMOS sensor [19] and the data is recorded.
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The image received by the CMOS sensor is limited to a 100x100 pixel square array to ensure
uniformity of illumination.
The measured data is a 4D array structure with 91 angles from 0o to 180o, every two degrees,
100 pixels in the x-axis direction, 100 pixels in the y-axis direction, with 64 frames of data
for each angle.
Internal to the CMOS sensor, the light signal is digitized using a 12-bit analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) with a 3.5 V reference voltage range.
Figure 4.9: Optical bench experiment.
For each angle, the mean sensor value was calculated from the 100 pixel by 100 pixel array
each with 64 frames (samples). Figure 4.10 shows these results, plotting mean and std. dev. of
the signal value for each angle. The data is, as expected, showing Malus’s law distribution
with noise approximately equivalent to that predicted by shot noise.
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Figure 4.10: Experimental results for the linear CMOS sensor.
When the angles of the two polarizers match (0◦ in the plot), the sensor reading is at a
maximum. Also, when the two angles are 90o apart the sensor voltage reading is at its
minimum.
Figure 4.11 shows the relationship between the standard deviation and received signal for the
linear CMOS sensor. A least mean squared error curve fit to this data yields the expression
y = 0.0107x+ 0.0036 (4.1)
where y is the std. dev. of the sensor reading and x is the mean reading for a fixed angle.
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Figure 4.11 shows the noise data distribution for the entire set of pixels. If we only use noise
data for one pixel (or photodiode) of the linear image sensor as it is shown in Figure 4.12 we
can see that photodiode shot noise follows Poisson noise distribution which is expected.
In what follows, we will use the relationship from the Equation (4.1) as a calibration (i.e.,
a proxy) for the electrical noise in linear receiver circuits, although clearly for practical
applications it will be necessary to use the noise properties of the actual receiver electronics
in use.
Figure 4.11: Standard deviation versus mean signal for the linear CMOS sensor.
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Figure 4.12: Linear CMOS Sensor pixel (photodiode) has Poisson noise distribution.
4.2.1 Implications for Two Channel System
In this experiment the angle where two polarizer angles match is 0o and the voltage reading
for this angle is ADC value 3330 or 3330
4096
(3.5 V) = 0.81304(3.5 V) = 2.846 V. Similarly, for
90◦ the voltage reading is ADC value 45 or 45
4096
(3.5 V) = 0.010904(3.5 V) = 0.038 V.
Extrapolating these single-signal values back to the optical input signals of the two channel
system described in Chapter 3, Table 4.1 shows the receiver’s both channels photodiodes
light inputs for all four data combinations of binary input values.
If we compare data from Table 4.1 with theoretical data from Table 3.1 from Chapter 3 we
can see that they match reasonably well.
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Table 4.1: Two channel linear low-noise CMOS sensor VLC PDM system.
b90◦ b0◦ I90 I0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0.011 0.813
1 0 0.813 0.011
1 1 0.824 0.824
4.2.2 Implications for Three Channel System
For the three-channel VLC system defined in Chapter 3, we will use three values from the
experimental data. The first value is the 0o angle reading of the rotation stage which is
already defined as ADC reading of 3330, or 0.81304 value referenced to 1.
The second reading is at 60o and it is an ADC reading of 847 or 0.206863 value referenced to
1. The third value is at 120o with an ADC reading of 938 or 0.229017 value referenced to 1.
Table 4.2 shows each channel 0o, 60o, and 120o photodiode outputs based on three experimental
data points. Again the assumption is that max value is 1 (or 4096) and values are scaled
to this reference value. As we can see from Table 4.2, the three channel VLC PDM system
design will work well within adequate noise margins.
Threshold between binary value 0 and binary value 1 is 0.6 for this case. The noise margin
went down comparing to the two channel VLC PDM system but it is still well within limits
of constant proper operation.
Again, if we compare data from Table 4.2 with theoretical data from Table 3.2 from Chapter 3
we can see that they match reasonably well.
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Table 4.2: Three channel linear low-noise CMOS sensor VLC PDM system.
b120◦ b60◦ b0◦ I120 I60 I0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0.229 0.207 0.813
0 1 0 0.207 0.813 0.207
0 1 1 0.436 1 1
1 0 0 0.813 0.207 0.229
1 0 1 1 0.414 1
1 1 0 1 1 0.436
1 1 1 1 1 1
4.3 Logarithmic CMOS Sensor Testing
In this experiment the light is detected using a logarithmic CMOS sensor [16] (in which the
photodiode is operated in the forward bias region) and the data is recorded. The image
received by the logarithmic CMOS sensor is limited to a 151x151 pixel square array to ensure
uniformity of illumination.
The measured data is a 4D array structure with 180 angles from 0o to 179o, every degree, 151
pixels in the x-axis direction, 151 pixels in the y-axis direction, with 91 frames of data for
each angle.
Again just like for the linear CMOS sensor, internal to the logarithmic CMOS sensor, the
light signal is digitized using a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with a 3.5 V reference
voltage range.
For each angle, the mean sensor value was calculated from the 151 pixel by 151 pixel array
each with 91 frames (samples). Figure 4.13 shows these results, plotting mean and std. dev. of
the signal value for selected angles.
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Figure 4.13: Experimental results for the logarithmic CMOS sensor.
Just like for the linear CMOS sensor, when the angles of the two polarizers match (0◦ in the
plot), the logarithmic CMOS sensor reading is at a maximum. Also, when the two angles are
90o apart the sensor voltage reading is at its minimum.
Figure 4.14 shows the relationship between the standard deviation and received signal for
the logarithmic CMOS sensor. We can see from the figure that the relationship between the
standard deviation and received signal increases for low light intensities and then is fairly flat
for higher light intensities. This style of detector provides interesting opportunities for the
construction of systems that are limited by high shot noise at high signal amplitudes.
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In Chapter 3 we showed how 2 and 3 channel PDM systems work with a linear CMOS
sensor. As we can see from that analysis the 2 and 3 channel systems have wide enough noise
margins that the receiver’s channel outputs can easily recover the transmitter’s input binary
sequences.
For the four channel system as we observed that the noise margins are not wide enough so
that 4 receivers’ output channels are error free. In order to have an error free 4 channel system
we need to introduce some simple channel coding techniques on the input transmitter’s side
and the output receiver’s side. Note that in this chapter we refer to the techniques that we
are proposing as channel coding. In the literature, it is occasionally referred to as line coding;
however, we will consistently refer to it as channel coding.
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5.1 Channel Coding Techniques at the Transmitter
Channel coding techniques on the input transmitter side of the system are based on applying
different amplitudes for different input data channel’s lasers. Each input data channel’s laser
is emitting a visible light beam with a defined light power. These visible light beams represent
binary sequences.
Each data channel’s light beam is not polarized and it is represented with the Stokes vector
SIN = [IT 0 0 0]
T where IT is the amplitude of the light signal. In order to perform
channel coding on the transmitter side, we apply different values of IT to different input
channels.
So if an input data channel’s laser is sending binary value of ’1’ then the Stokes vector is
SIN1 = [G1IT 0 0 0]
T and when the laser is sending binary value of ’0’ then the Stokes
vector is ideally close to SIN2 = [0 0 0 0]T . Note that G1 is the channel’s gain factor for a
binary ’1’ and its value can be less than 1 or greater than 1.
The above approach allows the light amplitude for a binary ’1’ to vary from channel to
channel (i.e., the gain G1 is channel specific). Occasionally it is also desirable to have a
non-zero light amplitude when transmitting a binary ’0’. In this case, the transmitter sends
light with a Stokes vector SIN2 = [G0IT 0 0 0]T . As above, G0 is channel specific. In
each of the cases we illustrate below, G0 < 1.
5.2 Channel Decoding Techniques at the Receiver
Our general approach to channel decoding at the receiver is enabling multiple comparator
threshold levels to be operational based on the input symbols received on other channels.
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This is accomplished by employing multiple comparators in parallel and selecting which
comparator output is relevant based on the received value from another channel or channels.
Specifically, on the receiver side of the 4 channel system we have one of the following three
cases:
• Regular receiver channel with one comparator
• Receiver channel with 2 comparators with different thresholds and 2-to-1 multiplexer
• Receiver channel with 3 comparators with different thresholds and 3-to-1 multiplexer
In the sections below, we describe all three channel decoding techniques used on the receiver’s
side of the 4 channel system.
5.2.1 Regular Receiver Channel with One Comparator
Figure 5.1 shows a regular receiver channel with one comparator.
In this case the light signal is converted into an electrical current and then into an electrical
voltage and then amplified before it reaches the comparator with hysteresis. The amplified
electrical voltage signal is compared with the comparator threshold voltage to output either
Vdd or binary ’1’ or 0 or binary ’0’. This receiver is the one we have been exclusively using
up to this point in the research.
5.2.2 Receiver Channel with Two Comparators
The general approach to a multiple-threshold decoding is to have different thresholds sepa-
rating the two output states that are dependent upon the decoded output from a different
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Figure 5.1: Regular receiver channel with one comparator.
channel. Figure 5.2 shows a receiver channel decoder with 2 comparators with different
thresholds and 2-to-1 multiplexer.
In this case the channel’s light signal is converted into an electrical current and then into
an electrical voltage. The electrical voltage signal is then amplified before it is delivered,
in parallel, to two comparators with hysteresis. The amplified electrical voltage signal is
compared with each comparator’s threshold voltage.
Depending on the value of the control signal OutputX as shown in Figure 5.2 one of the two
comparator outputs represents the receiver data channel’s output OutputY . Note that the
control signal OutputX is an output of different receiver data channel in the same system.
5.2.3 Receiver Channel with Three Comparators
The notion just described can easily be extended to more than just 2 thresholds. Figure 5.3
shows a receiver channel with 3 comparators with different thresholds and a 3-to-1 multiplexer.
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Figure 5.2: Receiver channel with 2 comparators with different thresholds and 2-to-1 multi-
plexer.
In this case the light signal is converted into an electrical current and then an electrical
electrical voltage. This volatge signal is then amplified before it reaches three comparators
with hysteresis.
The amplified electrical voltage signal is compared with each comparator’s different threshold
voltage, and the three outputs are input to a 3-to-1 multiplexer. Depending on the values
of the control signals OutputX and OutputY one of the three comparator output signals
represents the channel’s output OutputZ . Note that the control signals OutputX and OutputY
are outputs of different receiver data channels in the same system.
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Figure 5.3: Receiver channel with 3 comparators with different thresholds and 3-to-1 multi-
plexer.
5.3 Channel Coding for a Four Channel System
In this section, we will describe a sufficient channel coding design that enables the four channel
system of Chapter 3 to successfully decode all 16 combinations of binary input symbols.
To make the example more concrete, we will exploit the measured data from Chapter 4 to
quantify the operation of the system.
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For the four channel system, we will use four values from the experimental data, at 0◦, 45◦,
90◦, and 135◦. These data are repeated in Table 5.1, with the signal level normalized to 1 (so
as to ease comparisons with the analysis of Chapter 3).
Table 5.1: 4 channel system experimental data





Table 5.2 shows the 0o input laser data channel that represents binary stream b’0101010101010101’.
For S0◦ if the light signal is sent, the Stokes vector is defined as S0◦ = 0.81304[1 1 0 0]T =
[0.81304 0.81304 0 0]T , and if the light signal is not sent the Stokes vector is defined as
S0◦ = [0 0 0 0]
T .
Table 5.2: 0o channel polarized light laser input.
Binary input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Stokes vector
0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813
0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813 0 0.813
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5.3 shows 45o input laser data channel that represents binary stream b‘0011001100110011’.
For S45◦ if the light signal is sent S45◦ = 0.59596[1 0 1 0]T = [0.59596 0 0.59596 0]T
and if the light signal is not sent S45◦ = [0 0 0 0]T . Notice that 45o input laser data
channel has 0.733 amplitude of the 0o input laser data channel.
Table 5.4 shows 90o input laser data channel that represents binary stream b’0000111100001111’.
For S90◦ if the light signal is sent, S90◦ = 0.91874[1 −1 0 0]T = [0.91874 −0.91874 0 0]T
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Table 5.3: 45o channel polarized light laser input.
Binary input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Stokes vector
0 0 0.596 0.596 0 0 0.596 0.596 0 0 0.596 0.596 0 0 0.596 0.596
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.596 0.596 0 0 0.596 0.596 0 0 0.596 0.596 0 0 0.596 0.596
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and if the light signal is not sent (i.e., the system wishes to transmit a binary ’0’), S90◦ =
0.59596 [1 − 1 0 0]T = [0.59596 − 0.59596 0 0]T . Here, notice that the 90o input
laser data channel has 0.733 amplitude of the 0o input laser data channel when it is sending
data value ’0’ and 1.13 amplitude of the 0o input laser data channel when it is sending data
value ’1’.
Table 5.4: 90o channel polarized light laser input.
Binary input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Stokes vector
0.596 0.596 0.596 0.596 0.919 0.919 0.919 0.919 0.596 0.596 0.596 0.596 0.919 0.919 0.919 0.919
-0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -0.92 -0.92 -0.92 -0.92 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -0.92 -0.92 -0.92 -0.92
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5.5 shows 135o input laser data channel that represents binary stream b’0000000011111111’.
For S135◦ if the light signal is sent from transmitter laser and polarized S135◦ = 0.97565[1 0 −
1 0]T = [0.97565 0 − 0.97565 0]T and if the light signal is not sent S135◦ = [0 0 0 0]T .
Notice that 135o input laser data channel has 1.2 amplitude of the 0o input laser data channel
when it is sending data.
Table 5.5: 135o channel polarized light laser input.
Binary input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Stokes vector
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.98 -0.98 -0.98 -0.98 -0.98 -0.98 -0.98 -0.98
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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All 4 input LED data channels are added together
SIN = S0◦ + S45◦ + S90◦ + S135◦ (5.1)
after the transmitter input polarization filter array and they travel through the air used as
the transmission media in this example, until they reach the receiver polarization filter array.
Table 5.6 shows all 4 channels’ combined optical signal as it travels through the air between
input and output polarization filter arrays.
Table 5.6: All 4 polarized channels’ light signals combined.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
SAIR
0.596 1.409 1.192 2.005 0.919 1.732 1.515 2.328 1.572 2.385 2.168 2.981 1.894 2.707 2.49 3.303
-0.6 0.217 -0.6 0.217 -0.92 -0.11 -0.92 -0.11 -0.6 0.217 -0.6 0.217 -0.92 -0.11 -0.92 -0.11
0 0 0.596 0.596 0 0 0.596 0.596 -0.98 -0.98 -0.38 -0.38 -0.98 -0.98 -0.38 -0.38
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
The receiver defined in Chapter 3 will yield 4 distinct channel outputs as shown in Table 5.7.
Receiver outputs I0◦ , I45◦ , I90◦ and I135◦ are shown in the Table 5.7 and they are calculated
using the same approach as in Chapter 3.
Table 5.7: All 4 receiver channels’ output signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I0◦ 0.001 0.406 0.15 0.555 0.002 0.407 0.151 0.556 0.245 0.65 0.394 0.799 0.246 0.651 0.395 0.8
I45◦ 0.149 0.352 0.445 0.649 0.23 0.433 0.526 0.729 0.151 0.355 0.448 0.651 0.232 0.435 0.529 0.732
I90◦ 0.296 0.299 0.445 0.448 0.457 0.459 0.606 0.608 0.54 0.542 0.689 0.691 0.701 0.703 0.85 0.852
I135◦ 0.149 0.352 0.15 0.354 0.23 0.433 0.231 0.434 0.634 0.838 0.636 0.839 0.715 0.918 0.717 0.92
Receiver output I0◦ for the 0o polarization data channel is obtained by applying com-
parator with threshold of 0.4 on data points from Table 5.7. From that data processing
Table 5.8 is obtained which shows I0◦ or 0o polarization data channel output binary stream
is b’0101010101010101’ as is expected.
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Table 5.8: 0o polarization data receiver channel output signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Receiver output I45◦ for the 45o polarization data channel is obtained by applying comparator
with threshold 0.44 on data points from Table 5.7. From that comparator data processing
Table 5.9 is obtained and this table shows I45◦ or 45o polarization data channel output binary
stream is b’0011001100110011’ as is expected.
Table 5.9: 45o polarization data receiver channel output signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I45 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
Receiver output I135◦ for the 135o polarization data channel is obtained by applying comparator
with threshold of 0.445 on data points from the Table 5.7. From that comparator data
processing Table 5.10 is obtained and this table shows I135◦ or 135o polarization data channel
output binary stream is b’0000000011111111’ as is expected.
Table 5.10: 135◦ polarization data receiver channel output signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I135 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Finally, receiver output I90◦ for the 90o polarization data channel is obtained by applying
two comparators with thresholds 0.45 and 0.695 on data points from the Table 5.7. From
those two comparators’ data processing Table 5.11 is obtained.
The data from Table 5.11 shows two comparator outputs for 90o polarization data receiver
channel I90◦ for threshold 0.45 and I90◦ for threshold 0.695. Both of these 90o polarization
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Table 5.11: 90o polarization data receiver channel two comparators outputs.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I90 > 0.45 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I90 > 0.695 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
data receiver channel’s comparator outputs are inputs to 2-to-1 multiplexer controlled by the
output from the 135◦ polarization data channel.
Figure 5.4 shows the 90o data channel circuit block diagram on the receiver with two
comparators and 2-to-1 multiplexer used for simple channel coding to recover proper channel
data.
Figure 5.4: 90o data channel circuit with 2 comparators and 2-to-1 multiplexer.
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If I135◦ output is equal to b’0’, then I90◦ polarization data with comparator threshold of 0.45
is 90o polarization data channel output and if I135◦ is equal to b’1’, then I90◦ polarization
data with comparator threshold of 0.695 is 90o polarization data channel output.
In this way we apply simple channel coding hardware based routine on the receiver’s output
side that creates proper binary data stream on the 90o polarization data channel output
without any errors. This is shown in Table 5.12 which indicates that the 90o polarization
data channel output binary stream is b‘0000111100001111’ is as expected.
Table 5.12: 90o polarization data receiver channel output signal.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15




In Chapter 3 we analyzed and simulated the receiver side of the 2, 3, and 4 channel VLC PDM
systems assuming air as the transmission media. We now extend that work to include more
of the optical path. Specifically, in this chapter we include in the analysis the polarization
filters at the light source.
In addition, we will extend the transmission media investigations to include two more light
paths. The first is a fiber-optic cable and the second is the a free-space path that includes
a pair of mirrors. For each of these channel models, we will analyze a 2, 3, and 4 channel
system, and for the 4 channel systems will include channel coding as described in Chapter 5.
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6.1 VLC PDM Systems with Air Transmission Media
6.1.1 Two Channel System
A diagram of the 2 channel VLC PDM system with air used as transmission media is shown in
Figure 6.1. The transmitter side of the system has two lasers that illuminate two light beams
in two distinct and different binary patterns creating all four possible binary combinations.
For example, laser 1 light beam is polarized by the 0o DoFP polarization filter and laser 2 is
polarized by the 90o DoFP polarization filter. These 0o and 90o polarized light beams are
combined into one light beam and they travel through the air that is used as the transmission
media. They are again separated by the DoFP polarization filter array bonded on the receiver
chip.
Analysis of this two channel system can be done similarly as we have done the receiver
analysis in Chapter 3. Figure 6.2 shows transmitter laser 1 that illuminates light in binary
sequence b’0101’. Note that the light beam is non-polarized until it reaches the transmitter’s
DoFP filter array and is represented with the Stokes vector SIN = [1 0 0 0]T .
When the non-polarized light beam from the transmitter laser 1 reaches DoFP filter array it
gets polarized. This light beam is polarized with 0o DoFP polarization filter that has Mueller
matrix representation MΘ as shown in Chapter 3, equation (3.2).
The output of the 0o DoFP polarization filter is the light beam that still represents the binary
sequence b’0101’ and its Stokes vector representation is defined as S0◦ which represents the
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Figure 6.1: Two channel system with air used as transmission media.
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Figure 6.2: Transmitter 1 illuminates light in binary sequence b’0101’.
Stokes vector for 0o polarized light. The Stokes vector S0◦ is shown below.
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We can use the measured parameters for Aluminum nanowire filters as we did in Chapter 3.









































Figure 6.3 shows transmitter chip laser 2 that illuminates with binary sequence b’0011’. The
light source is also represented with Stokes vector SIN = [1 0 0 0]T . This light beam is
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polarized with a 90o DoFP polarization filter that has the same Mueller matrix representation
MΘ as the 0o DoFP polarization filter but with an angle of 90o.
Figure 6.3: Transmitter 2 illuminates light in binary sequence b’0011’.
The output of the 90o DoFP polarization filter is the light beam that represents the binary
sequence b’0011’ and its Stokes vector representation is defined as S90◦ which represents the
Stokes vector for 90o polarized light. The Stokes vector S90◦ is shown below.
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We use again the measured values for parameters T and D. Also since the polarization angle






























Two polarized light beams are combined in the air as shown in Figure 6.4. The combined
light beam is defined as
SAIR = bOS0◦ + b90S90◦ (6.7)
where b0 and b90 are binary 0 or 1 representing the data to be transmitted.
Figure 6.4: Two combined light signals.
The combined light beam SAIR will be filtered through each of the 0o and 90o filters on the
receiver and light input to the photodiodes is represented by I0◦ and I90◦ , which are
I0◦ = [1 0 0 0]M0◦SAIR (6.8)













I90◦ = [1 0 0 0]M90◦SAIR (6.11)












We can now calculate all four possible values for each channel and we obtain Table 6.1. The
table shows each channel (0o and 90o) photodiode light signal I0◦ and I90◦ . These signals are
converted to an electrical signal, amplified, and compared to a threshold.
Table 6.1: Outputs from air 2 channel system.
I90◦ I0◦ Output90◦ Output0◦
0 0 0 0
0.001244 0.123756 0 1
0.123756 0.001244 1 0
0.125 0.125 1 1
With a threshold that corresponds to 0.06, the binary outputs that are intended are correctly
recovered.
6.1.2 Three Channel System
A diagram of the three channel VLC PDM system with air used as transmission media is
shown in Figure 6.5. The transmitter side of the system has three lasers that illuminate
three light beams using three distinct and different binary patterns creating all eight possible
binary combinations.
Laser 1 illuminates the light beam in binary pattern b’01010101’, laser 2 illuminates the light
beam in binary pattern b’00110011’ and laser 3 illuminates the light beam in binary pattern
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Figure 6.5: Three channel system with air used as transmission media.
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b’00001111’. All three light beams are not polarized when they are initially transmitted from
the lasers and before they reach the filter array at the transmitter.
After the transmitter filter array, the 0o, 60o and 120o polarized light beams are combined
into one light beam as they travel through the air that is used as transmission media and
they are again separated by 0o, 60o and 120o DoFP polarization filters that are bonded on
the surface of the receiver chip.
Analysis of the three channel system with air used as transmission media is performed as
above. Figure 6.6 shows transmitter chip’s laser 1 that illuminates light using binary sequence
b’01010101’.
Figure 6.6: Transmitter 1 illuminates light in binary sequence b’01010101’.
The output of the 0o DoFP polarization filter is the light beam that represents the binary
sequence b’01010101’ and its Stokes vector representation is defined as S0◦ which represents
the Stokes vector for 0o polarized light. The Stokes vector S0◦ is shown below.
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Again, we can use the measured values for parameters T and D. Since the polarization angle





























Figure 6.7 shows transmitter chip’s laser 2 that illuminates light using binary sequence
b’00110011’. That light source is also represented with Stokes vector SIN = [1 0 0 0]T .
This light beam is polarized with 60o DoFP polarization filter that has the same Mueller
matrix representation MΘ as the 0o DoFP polarization filter has but evaluated with 60o
polarization angle.
Figure 6.7: Transmitter 2 illuminates light in binary sequence b’00110011’.
The output of the 60o DoFP polarization filter is S60◦ which is shown below.
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Again, we can use the measured values for T and D. Since the polarization angle θ = 60◦ we




































Figure 6.8 shows transmitter chip laser 3 that illuminates light using binary sequence
b’00001111’. This light beam is polarized with 120o DoFP polarization filter that has the
same Mueller matrix representation MΘ as the 0o DoFP polarization filter has but evaluated
for 120o polarization angle.
Figure 6.8: Transmitter 3 illuminates light in binary sequence b’00001111’.
The Stokes vector S120◦ is shown below.
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Three polarized light beams are added together in the air as shown in Figure 6.9. The
combined light beam is defined as
SAIR = b0S0◦ + b60S60◦ + b120S120◦ (6.20)
Figure 6.9: Three combined light signals.
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The combined light beam SAIR is filtered through each of the three 0o, 60o and 120o DoFP
polarization filters on the receiver and from here the light inputs to receiver’s output channels
photodoides I0◦ , I60◦ and I120◦ are defined as
I0◦ = [1 0 0 0]M0◦SAIR (6.21)









I60◦ = [1 0 0 0]M60◦SAIR (6.24)













I120◦ = [1 0 0 0]M120◦SAIR (6.27)













Now we can calculate all eight values for each of three channels to obtain Table 6.2. The
table shows each of the three channels’ photodiode light inputs (I0◦ , I60◦ and I120◦). Using a
threshold of 0.1, it is possible to resolve all eight input combinations. As we can see noise
margins for three channel system are wide enough so that all three input binary sequence are
recovered at the receiver’s outputs.
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Table 6.2: Outputs from air 3 channel system.
I120◦ I60◦ I0◦ Output120◦ Output60◦ Output0◦
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.031872 0.031872 0.123756 0 0 1
0.031869 0.123821 0.03181 0 1 0
0.063679 0.155631 0.15569 0 1 1
0.123821 0.031869 0.03181 1 0 0
0.155631 0.063679 0.15569 1 0 1
0.15569 0.15569 0.06362 1 1 0
0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 1 1 1
6.1.3 Four Channel System
The four channel system with air as the transmission media is shown in Figure 6.10.
The laser 1 light beam is polarized by the 0o DoFP polarization filter, the laser 2 beam is
polarized by the 45o DoFP polarization filter, the laser 3 beam is polarized by the 90o DoFP
polarization filter and the laser 4 beam is polarized by 135o DoFP polarization filter.
Figure 6.11 shows the transmitter chip’s laser 1 that illuminates light using binary sequence
b’0101010101010101’.
The Stokes vector S0◦ is shown below
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Figure 6.10: Four channel system with air used as transmission media.
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Figure 6.12 shows the transmitter chip’s laser 2 that illuminates light in binary sequence
b’0011001100110011’.
Figure 6.12: Transmitter 2 sends sequence b’0011001100110011’.
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The Stokes vector S45◦ is shown below
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Figure 6.13 shows the transmitter chip’s laser 3 that illuminates light using binary sequence
b’0000111100001111’.
Figure 6.13: Transmitter 3 sends sequence b’0000111100001111’.
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The Stokes vector S90◦ is shown below
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Figure 6.14 shows the transmitter chip’s laser 4 that illuminates light using binary sequence
b’0000000011111111’.
Figure 6.14: Transmitter 4 sends sequence b’0000000011111111’.
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The Stokes vector S135◦ is shown below.
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Four polarized light beams are combined in the air as shown in Figure 6.15. The combined
light beam is defined as
SAIR = b0S0◦ + b45S45◦ + b90S90◦ + b135S135◦ (6.38)
The combined light beam SAIR will be filtered through each of the 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o
filters on the receiver. These channels’ photodiode inputs I0◦ , I45◦ , I90◦ and I135◦ are
I0◦ = [1 0 0 0]M0◦SAIR (6.39)










Figure 6.15: Four polarized light beams combined in the air.
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I45◦ = [1 0 0 0]M45◦SAIR (6.42)









I90◦ = [1 0 0 0]M90◦SAIR (6.45)









I135◦ = [1 0 0 0]M135◦SAIR (6.48)









If we calculate all sixteen values for each of the four channels we will see that it is impossible
to reconstruct all 16 values with a positive noise margin. This can be seen fairly readily
in Figure 6.15, in which the Stokes vector SAIR is the same, [0.5 0 0 0]T , for both
input symbols 0101 and 1010. If SAIR is the same for that pair of input symbols, we cannot
separate them in the receiver. In order to address this issue we introduce simple channel
coding techniques on both the input transmitter side and output receiver side of the system
to get correct binary sequences for all channels.
The techniques are all variations of the approach introduced in Chapter 5. On the input side
we introduce different amplitudes for transmitters’ lasers for each channel. On the output
side at the receivers’ end we introduce multi-threshold decoders to obtain the correct binary
sequences for each of four channels.
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For the four channel system we have four input laser sources that represent four distinct
input data channels for polarization angles of 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o. Each binary value is
represented by the Stokes vector SΘ = [S0 S1 S2 S3]T .
For S0◦ we use matrix (6.31) as the starting point to apply channel coding on the transmitter’s
input side. For S0◦ if the light signal is sent from the laser and then polarized with 0o
DoFP filter which is defined with the Mueller Matrix representation MΘ evaluated at
polarization angle of 0o, the Stokes vector is defined as S0◦ = 0.833[0.25 0.2475 0 0]T =
[0.20825 0.20617 0 0]T , and if the light signal is not sent the Stokes vector is defined as
S0◦ = [0 0 0 0]T .
Note that amplitude of light signal is set up to 0.833 of the amplitude of 0.25 which represents
channel coding on the input channel 1 side of the four channel VLC with PDM system.
Table 6.3 shows 0o input laser data channel that represents binary stream b’0101010101010101’
after the polarization filter at the source.
Table 6.3: 0o channel laser polarized light.






Table 6.4 shows the 45o polarized laser data channel representing b‘0011001100110011’ binary
stream. For S45◦ we use matrix (6.33) as the starting point to apply channel coding on the
transmitter’s input side. For S45◦ if the light signal is sent from the laser and then polarized
with 45o DoFP filter that is defined with the Mueller Matrix representation MΘ evaluated
at polarization angle of 45o, it can be defined as S45◦ = 0.611[0.25 0 0.2475 0]T =
[0.15275 0 0.15122 0]T .
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If the light signal is off (binary 0) then S45◦ = [0 0 0 0]T .
Table 6.4: 45o channel laser polarized light.






Table 6.5 shows 90o input laser data channel that represents binary stream b’0000111100001111’.
For S90◦ we use matrix (6.35) as the starting point to apply channel coding on the trans-
mitter’s input side. For S90◦ if the light signal is sent from the laser and then polarized
with 90o DoFP filter that is defined with the Mueller Matrix representation M90◦ , then
S90◦ = 0.944[0.25 0.2475 0 0]
T = [0.236 − 0.234 0 0]T and if the light signal is a
binary 0 then S90◦ = 0.611[0.25,−0.2475, 0, 0]T = [0.15275,−0.15122, 0, 0]T .
Table 6.5: 90o channel Laser polarized light.






Table 6.6 shows 135o input laser data channel that represents binary stream b’0000000011111111’.
For S135◦ we use matrix (6.37) as the starting point to apply channel coding on the transmit-
ter’s input side. For S135◦ if the light signal is sent and then polarized with 135o filter that is
defined with the Mueller Matrix representation M135◦ , S135◦ = [0.25 0.2475 0 0]T and if
the light signal is not sent with this laser S135◦ = [0 0 0 0]T .
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Table 6.6: 135o channel laser polarized light.






Table 6.7 shows all 4 channels combined optical signals into one one optical signal as it travels
thru the air between the transmitter’s input and the receiver’s output polarization filter
arrays.
Table 6.7: All 4 polarized channels’ light signals combined.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
SAIR
0.153 0.361 0.306 0.514 0.236 0.444 0.389 0.597 0.403 0.611 0.556 0.764 0.486 0.694 0.639 0.847
-0.15 0.055 -0.15 0.055 -0.23 -0.03 -0.23 -0.03 -0.15 0.055 -0.15 0.055 -0.23 -0.03 -0.23 -0.03
0 0 0.151 0.151 0 0 0.151 0.151 -0.25 -0.25 -0.1 -0.1 -0.25 -0.25 -0.1 -0.1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
The receiver’s polarized light inputs for each channel photodoide I0◦ , I45◦ , I90◦ and I135◦ are
shown in Table 6.8.
Table 6.8: All 4 receiver channels’ photodiode input light signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I0◦ 0.001 0.104 0.039 0.142 0.001 0.104 0.039 0.142 0.063 0.166 0.101 0.205 0.064 0.167 0.102 0.205
I45◦ 0.038 0.09 0.114 0.166 0.059 0.111 0.135 0.187 0.039 0.091 0.115 0.167 0.06 0.112 0.136 0.188
I90◦ 0.076 0.077 0.114 0.115 0.117 0.118 0.155 0.156 0.138 0.139 0.176 0.177 0.179 0.18 0.218 0.219
I135◦ 0.038 0.09 0.039 0.091 0.059 0.111 0.06 0.112 0.162 0.214 0.163 0.215 0.183 0.235 0.184 0.234
Using a threshold of 0.103, Table 6.9 shows the receiver’s 0o polarization data channel output
binary stream is b’0101010101010101’ as is expected.
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Table 6.9: 0o polarization data receiver output signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0◦ output 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Receiver output I45◦ for 45o polarization data channel is obtained by applying comparator
threshold 0.113 on the data from Table 6.8. Table 6.10 shows the receiver’s 45o polarization
data channel output binary stream is b’0011001100110011’ as is expected.
Table 6.10: 45o polarization data receiver output signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
45◦ output 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
The receiver I135◦ for the 135o polarization data channel is obtained by applying comparator
threshold 0.115 on the data from Table 6.8. Table 6.11 shows the 135o polarization data
channel output binary stream is b’0000000011111111’ as is expected.
Table 6.11: 135o polarization data receiver output signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
135◦ output 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Finally, the receiver output for the 90o polarization data channel is obtained by applying two
comparators with thresholds 0.115 and 0.178 on data from the Table 6.8. The outputs from
both comparators is shown in Table 6.12.
Using the circuit of Figure 5.4, the output value of the 135◦ channel is used to select between
the two comparator outputs.
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Table 6.12: 90o polarization data receiver two comparator outputs.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I90◦ > 0.115 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I90◦ > 0.178 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
If the 135◦ output is equal to b’0’, then I90◦ data with comparator threshold of 0.115 is
selected as the 90o channel output and if the 135◦ output is equal to b’1’, then I90◦ data with
comparator threshold of 0.178 is selected as the 90o channel output.
This multi-threshold decoding of the 90o data channel is shown in Table 6.13. As we can
see from this table, the 90o data channel output binary stream is b‘0000111100001111’ as is
expected.
Table 6.13: 90o polarization data receiver output signal.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
90◦ output 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
6.1.4 Simulation of Polarization Division Multiplexing Systems
We used the Cadence simulation tool set to model the 2, 3 and 4 channel VLC PDM systems
described above with air used as the transmission media. A block diagram of this simulation
is shown in Figure 6.16.
The simulation model is decomposed into the following parts:
1. Input Laser Array is used to simulate input light data from the lasers. These input
lasers are simulated in Cadence as voltage sources with periodic square wave voltages.
The square wave voltage represent light source optical power [mW/cm] of present (or
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Figure 6.16: VLC PDM system Cadence simulation model block diagram.
binary b’1’) or not present (or binary b’0’) light signal that is transmitted out of the
transmitter’s input laser array. These input lasers optical signals (2, 3 or 4 signals) are
travelling from the input lasers towards DoFP Filter Array 1.
2. DoFP Filter Array 1 or transmitters’ DoFP filter array is used to simulate input laser
data channels’ polarization. This DoFP Filter Array 1 is represented with a Mueller
matrix model which is designed using VerilogA. Each DoFP filter takes one voltage
source from the Input Laser Array and polarizes it. Note that this DoFP Filter Array 1
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is part of a single Cadence simulation part (Polarized Light Traveling Media Model)
together with Transmission Media and DoFP Filter Array 2.
3. Transmission Media is either air, fiber optic cable or some other media (e.g., mirrors,
waveguides) used for polarized light data channels to travel from the input laser array
transmitter side to the photodiode receiver side of the VLC PDM system. In the
transmission media all channels are combined and they travel together through it. If
the transmission media is air there is no attenuation of the input light data signals.
If the transmission media is fiber or waveguides then the media is represented by the
Mueller matrix model appropriate to that media and it will attenuate the light signals.
Transmission Media is also designed using VerilogA and it is part of the Cadence
simulation part called Polarized Light Traveling Media Model.
4. DoFP Filter Array 2 or Receiver’s DoFP Filter Array is used to model the polarized
light data channels’ separation at the receiver side of the VLC PDM system. The
DOFP Filter Array 2 is also represented with a Mueller matrix model which is designed
using VerilogA.
5. Photodiode Array is used to convert separated polarized light signals into electrical
current signals. Each photodiode is designed VerilogA and implements the model
described in Chapter 3. The input is a voltage signal that is indicative of the light
intensity represented by a Stokes vector and the output is a current signal.
6. Amplifier Array is used to convert the data channel’s electrical current signal into a
voltage signal and then amplify it. This part of the system is a CMOS circuit designed
to shape data channel electrical signal for the Comparator Array. It follows the design
described in Chapter 3.
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7. Comparator Array is used to decide weather the data channel output is binary value of
‘0’ or binary value of ‘1’. This part of the system is also designed as a CMOS circuit.
Chapter 3 also describes the details of this part of the system design.
Cadence simulation of two channel system
The Cadence simulation model of the two channel system with air used as the transmission
media is shown in Figure 6.17. It directly follows the structure of Figure 6.16.
In Figure 6.17, the Input Laser Array is defined with two voltage sources V IN1 and V IN2. The
input voltage (light) signal V IN1 outputs a square wave of 1 MHz frequency with amplitude
of 200 mV. This voltage source V IN1 is modeling an input laser source that generates binary
sequence b’0101’.
The input voltage (light) signal V IN2 outputs a square wave of 0.5 MHz frequency with
amplitude of 200 mV. This voltage source V IN2 is modeling an input laser source that
generates binary sequence b’0011’.
In Figure 6.17, the Polarized Light Traveling Media Model is defined with VerilogA component
DoFP_Polarimeter_Tx_Air_Rx_2_Ch_Full_System which is the Cadence component
model for two DoFP filter arrays 1 and 2 and air as the transmission media, as it is shown in
Figure 6.16.
Both DoFP Filter Arrays 1 and 2 are represented with 4-by-4 Mueller matrices and air is
modeled as free space with no losses. In Figure 6.17, the two voltage (light) signals V IN1 and
V IN2 are inputs to the VerilogA component and inside this component each light signal is
represented with non-polarized Stokes vector SIN = [VIN 0 0 0]T .
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Figure 6.17: Cadence model of two channel system.
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Figure 6.18 shows two non-polarized input voltage (light) signals V IN1 and V IN2 and two
polarized voltage (light) signals V light1 and V light2 that are the outputs of the 2nd filter array.
The signals shown in Figure 6.18 correspond with the predictions of Table 6.1. The only
difference is that all values from the table have to be scaled by 200 mV amplitude in order to
obtain the signal levels shown in the figure.
Figure 6.18: Input laser array light signals V IN1 and V IN2 and output light signals of the
receiver DoFP filters V light1 and V light2 for the 2 channel system.
The light signals V light1 and V light2 signals are next input to two separate data channels
where they are converted to electrical currents and then to electrical voltages and amplified
to appropriate voltage levels for input to the channel’s comparator. Before these voltage
signals are processed through the comparator a noise voltage signal +/- 50 mV is added to
the voltage signals to model noise sources in the receiver circuit.
Now, these voltage signals plus noise voltage signals are processed through the comparators
with threshold voltage of 1.8 V. The outputs of both channels’ comparators are 3.3V voltage
signals that represent the 1 MHz square wave and 0.5 MHz square wave signals recovered
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from the input. Figure 6.19 shows Cadence simulation results where two channels’ system
receiver’s outputs match the system transmitter’s input binary sequences.
Figure 6.19: Input laser array light signals V IN1 and V IN2 and output voltage signals of the
receiver data channels V OUT1 and V OUT2 for the two channel system.
Cadence simulation of three channel system
The Cadence simulation model of the three channel system with air used as the transmission
media is shown in Figure 6.20.
The input laser array is defined with three voltage (light) sources V IN1, V IN2 and V IN3. The
voltage (light) source V IN1 outputs a square wave of frequency 1 MHz with amplitude of
400 mV. The voltage (light) source V IN2 outputs a square wave of frequency 0.5 MHz with
amplitude of 400 mV. Finally, the voltage (light) source V IN3 outputs a square wave of
frequency 0.25 MHz with amplitude of 400 mV.
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Figure 6.20: Cadence model of three channel system.
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Figure 6.21 shows three non-polarized input voltage (light) signals V IN1, V IN2 and V IN3
and three polarized voltage signals V light1, V light2 and V light3 that represent three light data
channels.
The signal levels of Figure 6.21 are a good match with the data of Table 6.2 The only
difference is that all values from the table have to be multiplied by 400 mV amplitude in
order to obtain the signal levels shown in Figure 6.21.
Figure 6.21: Input laser array light signals V IN1, V IN2, and V IN3 and output light signals of
the receiver DoFP filters V light1, V light2 and V light3 for the 3 channel system.
The light signals V light1, V light2 and V light3 are now input to three separate data channels
where they are converted to electrical currents and then to electrical voltages and amplified to
appropriate voltage levels for input to comparators. Before these voltage signals are delivered
to the comparators a noise voltage signal +/- 50 mV is added to the voltage signals to model
noise sources.
Now, these voltage signals plus noise voltage signals are processed through the comparators
with threshold voltages of 2.57 V. The outputs of all three channels’ comparators are 3.3V
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voltage signals that represent a 1 MHz square wave, a 0.5 MHz square wave and a 0.25 MHz
square wave which are recovered from the source.
Figure 6.22 shows input laser array light signals V IN1, V IN2 and V IN3 and output receiver
array voltage signals V OUT1, V OUT2 and V OUT3. As we can from the figure, the Cadence
three channel system is operating as expected.
Figure 6.22: Input laser array light signals V IN1, V IN2, and V IN3 and output voltage signals
of the receiver data channels V OUT1, V OUT2, and V OUT3 for the three channel system.
Cadence simulation of the four channel system
The Cadence simulation model of the four channel system with air used as the transmission
media is shown in Figure 6.23.
In Figure 6.23, the input laser array is defined with four voltage (light) sources V IN1, V IN2,
V IN3, and V IN4, outputting square waves with frequency 1 MHz (at amplitude 153 mV),
0.5 MHz (at amplitude 139 mV), 0.25 MHz (at amplitude 150 mV), and 0.125 MHz (at
amplitude 140 mV) respectively.
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Figure 6.23: Cadence model of four channel system.
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Channel coding on the input transmitter side means that all four input channels V IN1, V IN2,
V IN3 and V IN4 have different amplitudes and in addition input channel V IN3 has two different
amplitudes applied for binary ‘0’ and binary ‘1’.
Figure 6.24 shows four non-polarized input voltage (light) signals V IN1, V IN2, V IN3, and V IN4
and four polarized voltage signals V light1, V light2, V light3, and V light4 that represent four light
data channels. These results closely match the analytical results presented earlier in the
chapter.
Figure 6.24: Input laser array light signals V IN1, V IN2, V IN3 and V IN4 and output light signals
of the receiver DoFP filters V light1, V light2, V light3 and V light4 for the four channel system.
Figure 6.25 shows input laser array light signals V IN3 and V IN4. It also shows two 90o data
channel comparator outputs V OUT3_lowbyte and V OUT3_highbyte and 90o and 135o data channel
outputs V OUT3 and V OUT4. As we can from the figure, the simple channel coding applied on
the 90o data channel helped out in the recovery of a proper output signal for that channel.
We conclude that the four channel systems have tight noise margins and they are even worse
if different transmission media is used to replace air (e.g., fiber optic cable).
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Figure 6.25: Input laser array light signals V IN3 and V IN4, two 90o data channel comparators’
outputs V OUT3_lowbyte and V OUT3_highbyte and 90o and 135o data channel outputs V OUT3 and
V OUT4 for the 4 channel system.
Figure 6.26 shows all four input laser array light signals V IN1, V IN2, V IN3, and V IN4 and all
four receiver channel output voltage signals V OUT1, V OUT2, V OUT3, and V OUT4. We conclude
that the four channel system with air used as the transmission media is working, however,
within very tight noise margins.
Figure 6.27 shows 2-to-1 multiplexer design that is used for channel coding of 90o data
channel.
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Figure 6.26: . Input laser array light signals V IN1, V IN2, V IN3, and V IN4 and output voltage
signals of the receiver data channels V OUT1, V OUT2, V OUT3, and V OUT4 for the four channel
system.
Figure 6.27: 2-to-1 multiplexer design for channel coding of 90o data channel.
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6.2 Fiber Optic Cable Transmission Media
Just as we performed 2, 3 and 4 channel analysis of systems with air used as the transmission
media we will perform analysis of 2, 3 and 4 channel systems with a fiber optic cable used as
the transmission media. The analysis is the same as the analysis of the system with air as
the transmission media with the only difference being that we need to introduce a Mueller
matrix MFIBER for the fiber optic cable.
6.2.1 Mueller Matrix for Fiber Optic Cable
The fiber optics cable is defined with Mueller matrix MFIBER. The Mueller matrix MFIBER
used for fiber optic cable modeling is derived from the the work of Dong et al. [10]. In this
paper, the Mueller matrix MFIBER for a 10 km single-mode fiber (SMF) has been measured
experimentally and defined analytically and both results match each other with less than
1.5% error. Figure 6.28 shows the experimental set up that was used to determine the Mueller
matrix of the fiber.
Figure 6.28: Experimental configuration for MFIBER measurement [10].
In the first step, using the experimental setup shown in Figure 6.28 four pre-determined
Stokes parameter inputs I0[1 1 0 0]T , I0[1 − 1 0 0]T , I0[1 0 1 0]T and
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I0[1 0 0 1]
T with I0 = 2 mW are generated with the Computer, Tunable Laser Source,
Computer-controlled Polarization Controller (PC) and in-line Polarimeter.
These Stokes parameter inputs are monitored and controlled using the Computer-controlled
PC and in-line Polarimeter. The in-line Polarimter at the end is used to measure the output
Stokes parameters.
In the second step three Stokes parameter inputs I0[1 1 0 0]T , I0[1 − 0.5 0.866 0]T
and I0[1 − 0.5 − 0.866 0]T are generated one by one and their corresponding outputs
are measured. Then the theoretical outputs corresponding to the first four pre-determined
Stokes parameter inputs are calculated from the measured data of the three input-output














































































































































In the final step the measured and calculated four output Stokes parameter vectors are
compared in the wavelength range from 1540 nm to 1560 nm as shown in Figure 6.29.
We will use data extracted from this figure to determine the Mueller matrix MFIBER. Chosing
data for the 1546 nm wavelength we obtain the following four Stokes parameters vectors:
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Figure 6.29: Measured and calculated output Stokes parameters corresponding to four pre-
determined inputs: (a) input polarization state [1 1 0 0]T ; (b) input polarization state
[1 − 1 0 0]T ; (c) input polarization state [1 0 1 0]T ; (d) input polarization state
[1 0 0 1]T [10].
1. The input Stokes parameters vector [1 1 0 0]T yields the output Stokes parameters
vector [0.83 0.75 0.3 0.3]T = 0.83[1 0.9 0.36 0.36]T = I1[1 a1 a2 a3]T , where
we have MFIBER calculation parameters I1 = 0.83, a1 = 0.9, a2 = 0.36, and a3 = 0.36.
2. The input Stokes parameters vector [1 −1 0 0]T yields the output Stokes parameters
vector [0.83 −0.75 −0.3 −0.3]T = 0.83[1 −0.9 −0.36 −0.36]T = I2[1 b1 b2 b3]T ,
where we have MFIBER calculation parameters I2 = 0.83, b1 = −0.9, b2 = −0.36, and
b3 = −0.36.
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3. The input Stokes parameters vector [1 0 1 0]T yields the output Stokes parameters
vector [0.83 − 0.4 0.75 0.25]T = 0.83[1 − 0.48 0.9 0.3]T = I3[1 c1 c2 c3]T ,
where we have MFIBER calculation parameters I3 = 0.83, c1 = −0.48, c2 = 0.9, and
c3 = 0.3.
4. The input Stokes parameters vector [1 0 0 1]T yields the output Stokes parameters
vector [0.83 − 0.4 0.25 0.75]T = 0.83[1 − 0.48 0.3 0.9]T = I4[1 d1 d2 d3]T ,
where we have MFIBER calculation parameters I4 = 0.83, d1 = −0.48, d2 = 0.3 and
d3 = 0.9.
If we use parameters I1, I2, I3, I4, and parameters (a1a2a3), (b1b2b3), (c1c2c3), (d1d2d3) and
I0 = 1 we can represent a 10 km fiber Mueller matrix MFIBER as shown below:
MFIBER =

0.83 0 0 0
0 0.747 −0.3984 −0.3984
0 0.2988 0.747 0.249
0 0.2988 0.249 0.747

(6.52)
Now we can use this Mueller matrix to model 2, 3 and 4 channel VLC PDM systems with a
fiber optic cable used as the transmission media.
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6.2.2 Two Channel System
A two channel system with fiber optic cable used as the transmission media can be represented
the same as in Figure 6.1 with one difference. The difference is that the light path represented
in the figure by SAIR will be replaced with SFIBER.
The transmitter (of Figures 6.2 and 6.3) is unchanged, resulting in the same Stokes vectors

























































Two polarized light beams are combined and launched into the fiber optic cable together.
The combined light beam that exists the fiber is defined as
SFIBER = MFIBER(b0S0◦ + b90S90◦) (6.55)
For the two channel system we can now calculate SFIBER and Figure 6.30 shows this Stokes
vector for all 2-bit binary combinations.
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Figure 6.30: Two channel light signal exiting the fiber.
The combined light beam SFIBER exits the fiber optic cable and illuminates the receiver chip’s
DoFP polarization filter array. The photodide light inputs I0◦ and I90◦ are evaluated as
I0◦ = [1 0 0 0]M0◦SFIBER (6.56)
I90◦ = [1 0 0 0]M90◦SFIBER (6.57)
We can now calculate all four values for each channel and we obtain Table 6.14. In this case
if we assign threshold 0.02 for both 00 and 900 channels between binary value ‘0’ and binary
value ‘1’ we can successfully decode the transmitted signals.
Table 6.14: Outputs from two channel system with fiber media.
I90◦ I0◦ Output90◦ Output0◦
0 0 0 0
0.006117 0.097633 0 1
0.097633 0.006117 1 0
0.10375 0.10375 1 1
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6.2.3 Three Channel System
For a three channel system, we can refer to Figure 6.5 and again replace SAIR with SFIBER.
The transmitter represented in Figures 6.6 to 6.8 is unchanged, resulting in the same Stokes




































































































Three polarized light beams are combined and launched into the fiber optic cable and the
combined light beam that exits the fiber is defined as
SFIBER = MFIBER(b0S0◦ + b60S60◦ + b120S120◦) (6.61)
where MFIBER is defined as specified in (6.52). Figure 6.31 shows the signal as it exits the
fiber.
Figure 6.31: Three channel light signal exiting the fiber.
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The combined light beam SFIBER exits the fiber and illuminates the receiver chip’s polarization
filter array. The photodiode light inputs I0◦ , I60◦ and I120◦ are evaluated as
I0◦ = [1 0 0 0]M0◦SFIBER (6.62)
I60◦ = [1 0 0 0]M60◦SFIBER (6.63)
I120◦ = [1 0 0 0]M120◦SFIBER (6.64)
Table 6.15 shows each of three channel 00, 600 and 1200 photodiode light inputs I0◦ , I60◦ and
I120◦ and the corresponding channel outputs when compared with a threshold value of 0.075.
Table 6.15: Outputs from three channel system with fiber media.
I120◦ I60◦ I0◦ Output120◦ Output60◦ Output0◦
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.013145 0.044847 0.097633 0 0 1
0.04751 0.100316 0.007799 0 1 0
0.060577 0.145148 0.105525 0 1 1
0.095048 0.010477 0.0501 1 0 0
0.108115 0.055309 0.147826 1 0 1
0.14248 0.110778 0.057992 1 1 0
0.155625 0.155625 0.155625 1 1 1
6.2.4 Four Channel System
For a four channel system, we refer to Figure 6.15 and replace SAIR with SFIBER.
In order to recover all four channels on the receiver outputs we will have to apply similar
coding techniques as those described earlier for four channel systems. On the input side we
will apply different amplitudes for each channel. On the output side we will use multiple
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threshold detectors. Rather than a single channel requiring the multi-thresholding at the
receiver, in this case it will be used on two of the channels.
Analysis of this four channel system with fiber will follow the path we have already estab-
lished. The output of the 0o DoFP polarization filter is the light beam whose Stokes vector
representation is S0◦ , defined as shown below.







(p2x − p2y) cos(2Θ)




Note that for this channel we use 0.75 of its amplitude to apply channel coding on the input




































The Stokes vector S45◦ is defined as shown below.









Note that for this channel we use 0.8 of its amplitude to apply channel coding on the input
of the system.
As an additional step in the coding, the 90◦ channel sends light for both binary levels. For
binary ‘0’ S90◦ is:








For binary ‘1’ S90◦ is:








The Stokes vector S135◦ is defined as shown below. It uses an amplitude of 1.1.









Four polarized light beams are added together in the fiber optics cable and the combined
light beam is defined as
SFIBER = MFIBER(b0S0◦ + b45S45◦ + b90S90◦ + b135S135◦) (6.71)
where MFIBER is again defined as specified in (6.52).
Figure 6.32 shows all 4 channels’ optical signal as it exits the fiber.
The photodiode light inputs I0◦ , I45◦ , I90◦o and I135◦ are as follows. Their numerical values
are given in Table 6.16.
I0◦ = [1 0 0 0]M0◦SFIBER (6.72)
I45◦ = [1 0 0 0]M45◦SFIBER (6.73)
I90◦ = [1 0 0 0]M90◦SFIBER (6.74)
I135◦ = [1 0 0 0]M135◦SFIBER (6.75)
Table 6.16: All 4 receiver channels’ photodiode input light signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I0◦ 0.004 0.077 0.026 0.099 0.006 0.079 0.028 0.101 0.088 0.161 0.11 0.183 0.09 0.163 0.112 0.185
I45◦ 0.021 0.073 0.099 0.151 0.034 0.086 0.112 0.164 0.027 0.08 0.105 0.158 0.04 0.093 0.118 0.171
I90◦ 0.06 0.064 0.121 0.125 0.098 0.102 0.159 0.163 0.09 0.094 0.151 0.155 0.128 0.132 0.189 0.193
I135◦ 0.043 0.068 0.048 0.073 0.07 0.095 0.075 0.1 0.15 0.175 0.155 0.18 0.178 0.203 0.182 0.207
The receiver output for the 45o polarization data channel is obtained by applying comparator
threshold 0.097 on the data from Table 6.16. Similarly, receiver output for the 135◦ channel is
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Figure 6.32: Four channel light signal exiting the fiber.
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obtained by applying threshold 0.11. Tables 6.17 and 6.18 show the output for these channels,
which are operating correctly.
Table 6.17: 45o polarization data receiver output signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
45◦ output 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
Table 6.18: 135o polarization data receiver output signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
135◦ output 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
The receiver output for the 0o polarization data channel is obtained by applying two compara-
tors with thresholds of 0.04 and 0.115 on data from Table 6.16 as illustrated in Figure 6.33.
The results out of these comparators are shown in Table 6.19
Table 6.19: 0o polarization data receiver 2 comparators’ outputs.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I0◦ > 0.04 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I0◦ > 0.115 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Controlling the multiplexer with the output of the 135◦ channel, the resulting channel output
is shown in Table 6.20.
Table 6.20: 0o polarization data receiver output signal.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0◦ output 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
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Figure 6.33: 0o data channel circuit with 2 comparators and 2-to-1 multiplexer.
Finally, the receiver output for the 90o polarization data channel is obtained by applying
three comparators with thresholds 0.07, 0.126 and 0.17 on data from Table 6.16 as shown in
Figure 6.34. This results in the comparator outputs of Table 6.21.
Table 6.21: 90o polarization data receiver 3 comparators’ outputs.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I90◦ > 0.07 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I90◦ > 0.126 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
I90◦ > 0.17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
If the 135◦ and 45◦ output are both equal to b’0’ then the 0.07 threshold is used to determine
the 90◦ output. If the 135◦ and 45◦ output are both equal to b’1’ then the 0.17 threshold is
used to determine the 90◦ output. If the 135◦ and 45◦ outputs are not equal to each other
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Figure 6.34: 90o data channel circuit with 3 comparators and 3-to-1 multiplexer.
then the 0.126 threshold is used to determine the 90◦ output. The results of these choices are
shown in Table 6.22.
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Table 6.22: 90o polarization data receiver output signal.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
90◦ output 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
6.3 Chip-to-chip VLC PDM System with Mirrors
An alternative system design that uses air as the transmission medium is illustrated in
Figure 6.35. The intended use case here is communication between two chips that are on
the same board (or other common substrate). In this design, vertical cavity lasers on the





Figure 6.35: Chip-to-chip system with mirrors.
In the previous analysis of VLC PDM systems with air used as transmission media, we defined
how multiple input laser light signals are polarized, how they travel combined through the
air, and how they are detected at the receiver. We will use the same analysis techniques
in this chip-to-chip system, adding the polarization implications of the two mirrors in the
optical path.
We analyze 2, 3 and 4 channel chip-to-chip systems. The Mueller matrix for the mirrors, MR,
was derived in Chapter 2 and is due to van Harten et al. [21].
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6.3.1 Two Channel Chip-to-chip System
A diagram of the two channel chip-to-chip mirror-based system is shown in Figure 6.36.
Both polarized light signals S0◦ and S90◦ are combined into signal SAIR which travels from
the transmitter to the first aluminum mirror. SAIR is calculated as
SAIR = b0S0◦ + b90S90◦ (6.76)
SAIR for all four binary combinations of two channels system is shown in Figure 6.4. The
light beam SAIR reaches the first aluminum mirror by incident angle Θo = 45◦ and reflects
off this mirror by the same angle. The light beam that reflects of the first mirror is defined
as Sreflected_1 and it is calculated as
Sreflected_1 = MRSAIR (6.77)
Sreflected_1 for all four binary combinations of two channels system is shown in Figure 6.37.
This light signal Sreflected_1 travels to the second aluminum mirror and it reaches the mirror
with incident angle Θo = 45◦ and reflects of this mirror by the same angle. The light beam
that reflects of the second mirror is defined as Sreflected_2 and it is calculated as
Sreflected_2 = MRSreflected_1 (6.78)
and Sreflected_2 for all four binary combinations of the two channel system is shown in
Figure 6.38.
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Figure 6.36: Two channel chip-to-chip system with mirrors.
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Figure 6.37: Sreflected_1 for two channel chip-to-chip system.
Figure 6.38: Sreflected_2 for two channel chip-to-chip system.
The light signal Sreflected_2 travels to the receiver chip and illuminates the receiver’s filter
array. Each channel photodiode’s input light signal can be calculated as
I0◦ = [1 0 0 0]M0◦Sreflected_2 (6.79)
I90◦ = [1 0 0 0]M90◦Sreflected_2 (6.80)
We can now calculate all four values for each channel and obtain Table 6.23 that shows
photodiode light inputs I0◦ and I90◦ for each channel. A threshold comparison to 0.005 gives
the expected binary outputs.
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Table 6.23: Outputs from two channel chip-to-chip system.
I90◦ I0◦ Output90◦ Output0◦
0 0 0 0
0.001914 0.008766 0 1
0.372096 0.001914 1 0
0.37401 0.01068 1 1
6.3.2 Three Channel Chip-to-chip System
Figure 6.39 shows a three channel chip-to-chip mirror-based system.
Three polarized light signals are combined into signal SAIR which travels from the transmitter
to the first aluminum mirror. SAIR for all binary combinations of three channels system is
calculated using the following equation.
SAIR = b0S0◦ + b60S60◦ + b120S120◦ (6.81)
SAIR for all eight binary combinations of three channels system is shown in Figure 6.9.
The light beam SAIR reaches the first aluminum mirror by incident angle Θo = 45◦ and
reflects off this mirror by the same angle. The light beam that reflects off the first mirror is
defined as Sreflected_1 and it is calculated as
Sreflected_1 = MRSAIR (6.82)
Sreflected_1 for all eight binary combinations of three channels system is shown in Figure 6.40.
This light signal Sreflected_1 travels to the second aluminum mirror and it reaches the mirror
with incident angle Θo = 45◦ and reflects off this mirror by the same angle. The light beam
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Figure 6.39: Three channel chip-to-chip system with mirrors.
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Figure 6.40: Sreflected_1 for three channel chip-to-chip system.
that reflects off the second mirror is defined as Sreflected_2 and it is calculated as
Sreflected_2 = MRSreflected_1 (6.83)
The reflected signal off the second mirror Sreflected_2 is presented for all eight possible binary
combinations for the chip-to-chip three channel system in Figure 6.41.
Figure 6.41: Sreflected_2 for three channel chip-to-chip system.
This light signal Sreflected_2 travels to the receiver chip and when it reaches the DoFP filter
array the receiver three data channels for 0o, 60o and 120o polarized light are separated and
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each channel photodiode input light signal can be calculated as
I0◦ = [1 0 0 0]M0◦Sreflected_2 (6.84)
I60◦ = [1 0 0 0]M60◦Sreflected_2 (6.85)
I120◦ = [1 0 0 0]M120◦Sreflected_2 (6.86)
We can now calculate all eight output values for each of the three channel which results in
Table 6.24. The table shows all three receiver’s channel 0o, 60o and 120o photodiode light
inputs I0◦ , I60◦ and I120◦ .
Table 6.24: Outputs from three channel chip-to-chip system.
I120 I60 I0 Output120 Output60 Output0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.003627 0.003627 0.008766 0 0 1
0.193532 0.227886 0.003623 0 1 0
0.19688 0.231234 0.012396 0 1 1
0.227886 0.193532 0.003623 1 0 0
0.231234 0.19688 0.012396 1 0 1
0.421139 0.421139 0.007254 1 1 0
0.424766 0.424766 0.016019 1 1 1
The 0o channel photodiode light input is compared inside the comparator with threshold
value of 0.008 to yield binary value ‘0’ or binary value ‘1’ at its output.
At the same time, 60o and 120o channel photodiode light inputs are compared inside separate
comparators with threshold values of 0.2 to yield binary value ‘0’ or binary value ‘1’ at their
outputs.
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6.3.3 Four Channel Chip-to-chip System
Figure 6.42 shows the four channel chip-to-chip system with mirrors.
To apply channel coding on the input transmitter side of the system, we apply different
amplitudes for every channel’s input laser on the transmitter chip. We apply 0.75 of the
amplitude we used in all previous analysis examples for the 0o polarization angle data channel.
For the 45o polarization angle channel we apply 0.8 of the same reference amplitude. For 90o
polarization angle channel we apply the same reference amplitude when the light signal is
ON and we apply 0.611 of the reference amplitude when the light signal is OFF. So in this
case we never turn OFF light for that channel. Finally, for 135o polarization angle channel
we apply 1.5 times the reference amplitude.
These four 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o polarized light signals are combined in air into light signal
SAIR and they travel from the transmitter chip to the first aluminum mirror.
SAIR = b0S0◦ + b45S45◦ + b90S90◦ + b135S135◦ (6.87)
Also, SAIR for all possible sixteen binary combinations of the four channels is shown in
Figure 6.43.
The light beam SAIR travels from the transmitter to the first aluminum mirror. It reaches the
mirror with incident angle Θo = 45◦ as shown in Figure 6.42. This light beam SAIR reflects
of the mirror by the same angle of 45◦. This reflected light beam is defined as Sreflected_1 and
is calculated as
Sreflected_1 = MRSAIR (6.88)
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Figure 6.42: Four channel chip-to-chip system with mirrors.
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Figure 6.43: SAIR for four channel chip-to-chip system.
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Recall thatMR is the Mueller matrix of the aluminum mirror and it is given by equation (2.79).
Sreflected_1 for all sixteen binary combinations of the four channels system is shown in
Figure 6.44.
The first mirror’s reflected light signal Sreflected_1 travels to the second aluminum mirror.
The light signal Sreflected_1 reaches the mirror with incident angle Θo = 45◦ and it reflects of
this mirror by the same angle of 45◦. The light beam that reflects of the second mirror is
defined as Sreflected_2 and it is calculated using the following equation
Sreflected_2 = MRSreflected_1 (6.89)
Again, MR is the Mueller matrix of the aluminum mirror.
The reflected signal off of the second mirror Sreflected_2 is shown in Figure 6.45.
The light signal Sreflected_2 travels to the receiver chip and when it reaches DoFP filter array
that is bonded on the surface of the receiver four data channels of 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o
polarized light are separated as shown below
I0◦ = [1 0 0 0]M0◦Sreflected_2 (6.90)
I45◦ = [1 0 0 0]M45◦Sreflected_2 (6.91)
I90◦ = [1 0 0 0]M90◦Sreflected_2 (6.92)
I135◦ = [1 0 0 0]M135◦Sreflected_2 (6.93)
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Figure 6.44: Sreflected_1 for four channel chip-to-chip system.
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Figure 6.45: Sreflected_2 for 4 channel chip-to-chip system.
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If we calculate all sixteen values for each of four channels we will see that due to noise margin
limitations there will be some errors in channels binary sequences. Light signals interfere
between each other causing some error at each data channel.
In order to fix this issue we introduce simple channel coding routines on output to get
correct binary sequences for all four channels. We apply different comparators with different
thresholds for each channel. We also use multiple comparators with different thresholds for
some channels. And we use multiplexers for some channels to obtain correct outputs all the
time.
Receiver input light signals I0◦ , I45◦ , I90◦ , and I135◦ are shown in the Table 6.25. These light
signals are inputs to the channel photodiodes.
Table 6.25: All 4 receiver channels’ photodiode input light signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I0◦ 0.001 0.008 0.005 0.012 0.002 0.008 0.006 0.013 0.009 0.016 0.013 0.02 0.01 0.016 0.014 0.021
I45◦ 0.114 0.118 0.21 0.214 0.187 0.191 0.282 0.286 0.224 0.228 0.319 0.323 0.297 0.301 0.392 0.396
I90◦ 0.227 0.229 0.377 0.378 0.372 0.374 0.522 0.523 0.508 0.509 0.657 0.659 0.653 0.654 0.802 0.803
I135◦ 0.114 0.118 0.173 0.177 0.187 0.191 0.246 0.25 0.293 0.297 0.351 0.355 0.366 0.37 0.424 0.428
The receiver output for the 135o polarization data channel is obtained by applying a com-
parator with threshold 0.26 on data points from Table 6.25, yielding Table 6.26.
Table 6.26: 135o polarization data receiver output signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
135◦ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
The receiver output for the 0o polarization data channel is obtained by applying two com-
parators with thresholds of 0.007 and 0.015 on data from Table 6.25. This decoding scheme
is shown in Figure 6.46. The outputs of the comparators are shown in Table 6.27.
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Figure 6.46: 0o data channel circuit with two comparators and 2-to-1 multiplexer.
Table 6.27: 0o polarization data receiver channel 2 comparators output signals.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I0◦ > 0.007 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I0◦ > 0.015 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
If the 135◦ output is equal to b’0’, then I0◦ polarization signal with comparator threshold of
0.007 is the data channel output and if the 135◦ output is equal to b’1’, then I0◦ polarization
signal with comparator threshold of 0.015 is the data channel output. The final output is
shown in Table 6.28.
The receiver output for the 45o polarization data channel is also obtained by applying two
comparators, in this case with thresholds of 0.2 and 0.31, on data from Table 6.25. The
outputs of the two comparators are given in Table 6.29.
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Table 6.28: 0o polarization data receiver output signal.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0◦ output 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Table 6.29: 45o polarization data receiver channel 2 comparators’ outputs.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I45◦ > 0.2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I45◦ > 0.31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
If the 135◦ output is equal to b’0’, then I45◦ polarization data with comparator threshold of
0.2 is the data channel output. If the 135◦ output is equal to b’1’, then I45◦ polarization data
with comparator threshold of 0.31 is the data channel output. This is shown in Table 6.30.
Table 6.30: 45o polarization data receiver output signal.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
45◦ output 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
Finally, the receiver output for the 90o polarization data channel is obtained by applying
three comparators with thresholds 0.24, 0.51, and 0.7 on data from Table 6.25 as is shown in
Figure 6.47. The outputs from the three comparators are shown in Table 6.31.
The 3-to-1 multiplexer decision logic works as a function of I135◦ and I45◦ . If the 135◦ and
45◦ outputs are both equal to b’0’ then the 0.24 threshold is used to determine the 90◦
output. If the 135◦ and 45◦ outputs are both equal to b’1’ then the 0.7 threshold is used to
determine the 90◦ output. If the 135◦ and 45◦ outputs are not equal to each other then the
0.51 threshold is used to determine the 90◦ output. The results of these choices are shown in
Table 6.32.
Table 6.32 shows 90o polarization data channel output. This table shows that I90◦ or 90o
polarization data channel output binary stream is b‘0000111100001111’ as it is expected.
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Table 6.31: 90o polarization data receiver 3 comparators’ outputs.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I90◦ > 0.24 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I90◦ > 0.51 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
I90◦ > 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Table 6.32: 90o polarization data receiver output signal.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
90◦ output 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Figure 6.47: 90o data channel circuit with three comparators and 3-to-1 multiplexer.
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Chapter 7
Analysis of Design Trade-offs
In this chapter, we will express the relationships between optical power, number of channels,
and noise margins that are pertinent to the polarization division multiplexing communication
system.
7.1 Noise Properties
The VLC PDM system noise properties can be separated into two distinct domains:
• Noise properties of the optical portions of the system
• Noise properties of electrical portions of the system
We will address each in turn below.
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7.1.1 Noise Properties of Optical Subsystem
2, 3 or 4 channel VLC PDM systems have various optical characteristics that impact optical
noise properties of the system. As the input transmitter’s light beams are launched towards
the receiver, they are characterized with the unpolarized Stokes vector SIN = [IT 0 0 0]T
where IT represents light intensity of a transmitter. The light intensity IT is the first parameter
of the optical part of the system that impacts system noise properties.
Each unpolarized input light beam is filtered through the transmitter DoFP filter array and
the light beams become polarized. Each filter from the array is defined by its Mueller matrix
MΘ−transmitter. These Mueller matrices MΘ−transmitter also impact system noise properties.
All polarized light beams are combined into one light beam and they travel from the
transmitter’s DoFP filter array to the receiver’s DoFP filter array via some transmission
media which for example can be air, fiber or waveguide. System noise properties are impacted
by the number of channel nch in the system because polarized light channels are interfering
between each other as they travel through the transmission media.
Also system noise properties are impacted by transmission media which is defined by Mueller
matrix MFIBER if system transmission media is fiber or matrix MR if a mirror is used.
In addition, system noise properties are also impacted by the receiver’s DoFP filter array.
These filters separate every polarized light beam into receiver output data channels. Each
filter from the array is defined by its Mueller matrix MΘ−receiver. Each receiver’s channel light
beam can be defined as IΘ where Θ is a VLC PDM system data channel polarization angle.
These light beams are then send to photodiode circuits and converted into electrical currents.
Therefore we can define that each receiver channel light beam IΘ is a function of
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• Input light intensity IT
• Mueller matrix of transmitter DoFP filter MΘ−transmitter
• The system number of channel nch
• Media path mp - Transmission media Mueller matrices for fiber, MFIBER, and mirrors,
MR, when either is present
• Mueller matrix of receiver DoFP filter MΘ−receiver
Each receiver channel’s input light beam IΘ can be expressed as a function of these elements.
IΘ = f(IT ,MΘ−transmitter, nch,mp,MΘ−receiver) (7.1)
Various forms that this function can take have been illustrated in the previous chapters.
Each receiver channel’s input light beam IΘ has two distinct nominal values:
• IΘ−H which represents binary value of b’1’ and
• IΘ−L which represents binary value of b’0’.
Manufacturing variations will, of course, alter these nominal values, as illustrated in Chapter 3
for the aluminum nanowire filter implementation.
However, as we have previously seen, the actual values received can vary not only based on
the factors expressed above, but also on the values being transmitted by the other channels.
In fact, for the three and four channel designs, it is this latter effect, inter-channel interference,
that dominates.
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Considering worst-case scenarios for the manufacturing variability and inter-channel interfer-
ence, we can re-express the input light beam as a minimum value for a b’1’ input, IΘ−H(MIN),
and a maximum value for a b’0’ input, IΘ−L(MAX).
7.1.2 Noise Properties of Electrical Subsystem
Figure 7.1 shows a general VLC PDM system receiver data channel. The receiver’s data
channel input light beam IΘ reaches the channel’s photodiode where it is converted into a
current signal.
Then the current signal is converted into a voltage signal which is amplified before it reaches
the comparator as is shown in Figure 7.1. The data channel voltage signal VC can be defined
as
VC = GIEGOIIΘ ± εout. (7.2)
In equation (7.2), GOI specifies the gain of the photodiode that converts the input light signal
IΘ into current, GIE specifies the gain of the transimpedance amplification that converts
photodiode current into voltage, and εout represents the electrical noise in the channel reflected
at the output.
Alternatively, one can express the electrical noise reflected at the input of the first-stage
amplifier
VC = GIE(GOIIΘ ± εin). (7.3)
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Figure 7.1: Receiver data channel.
Since we have access to empirical data for output-reflected noise (from Chapter 4), we will
utilize equation (7.2) in what follows.
Since the optical interference can be characterized as static (i.e., it is not a function of time)
and the electrical noise is dynamic, we will separate their contributions to the noise margins
and describe the worst-case electrical inputs to the comparator as follows
VC−H(MIN) = GIEGOIIΘ−H(MIN) − εout (7.4)
and
VC−L(MAX) = GIEGOIIΘ−L(MAX) + εout. (7.5)
Figure 7.2 illustrates the entire voltage range for receiver data channel voltage VC , including
a threshold voltage for the comparator.
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Figure 7.2: Receiver data channel comparator input voltage VC range.
The high and low noise margins are defined as follows (illustrated in Figure 7.2).
• High noise margin is
VN−H = VC−H(MIN) − Vthreshold (7.6)
• Low noise margin is
VN−L = Vthreshold − VC−L(MAX) (7.7)
We next apply the above noise assessment on the 2 and 3 channel VLC PDM systems based
on the linear CMOS sensor from Chapter 4 to provide quantitative values for the noise
margins.
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7.1.3 Noise Margin of Two Channel System
From Figure 4.10 mean and standard deviation voltage readings for 2 Channel (0o and 90o)
system design are used to determine noise margins of a 2 channel VLC PDM system based
on the linear CMOS sensor.
Table 7.1 shows outputs of both receivers’ 0o and 90o data channels as function of comparator
input voltage VC mean values (VC−H(MEAN) and VC−L(MEAN)) without any electrical noise
considerations yet applied.
Table 7.1: Two channel system comparator voltages only with optical noise.
VC_90 VC_0 Output90 Output0
0 0 0 0
0.038 2.864 0 1
2.864 0.038 1 0
2.902 2.902 1 1
For 0o polarization angle for voltage 2.902V standard deviation is σ1 = 0.035 V and for
voltage 2.864V standard deviation is σ2 = 0.034 V. Also for 90o polarization angle this value




VC−H(MAX) = GIEGOIIΘ−H(MAX) + εout = 2.902 + 6σ1 = 2.902 + 0.21 = 3.112V





VC−L(MAX) = GIEGOIIΘ−L(MAX) + εout = 0.038 + 6σ3 = 0.038 + 0.018 = 0.056V
VC−L(MIN) = GIEGOIIΘ−L(MIN) − εout = 0.038− 6σ3 = 0.038− 0.018 = 0.02V
(7.9)
The worst case scenario for noise margins is VC−H(MIN) = 2.642 V and VC−L(MAX) = 0.056 V.






From defined VC−H(MIN), VC−L(MAX) and Vthreshold in worst case noise margins scenario we
obtain Table 7.2 shown below.
Table 7.2: Two channel system with optical and electrical noise.
VC_90 VC_0 Output90 Output0
0 0 0 0
0.056 2.642 0 1
2.642 0.056 1 0
2.692 2.692 1 1
Using equations (7.6) and (7.7) we calculate
VN−H = VC−H(MIN) − Vthreshold = 1.293 V (7.11)
VN−L = Vthreshold − VC−L(MAX) = 1.293 V. (7.12)
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Clearly, for the two channel system, the noise margins are sufficient for reliable operation.
7.1.4 Noise Margin of Three Channel System
We next perform the same noise analysis on 3 channel system design as we just performed
on 2 channel system design. From Figure 4.10, the mean and standard deviation voltage
readings for 3 channel (0o, 60o and 120o) are used to determine noise margins of 3 channel
VLC PDM system based on the linear low-noise CMOS sensor.
Table 7.3 shows outputs for three receiver’s 0o, 60o and 120o data channels outputs as function
of comparator input voltage VC mean values (VC−H(MEAN) and VC−L(MEAN)) without standard
deviation noise margins applied.
Table 7.3: Three channel VLC PDM system only with optical noise.
VC_120 VC_60 VC_0 Output120 Output60 Output0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.802 0.724 2.846 0 0 1
0.724 2.846 0.724 0 1 0
1.526 3.5 3.5 0 1 1
2.846 0.724 0.802 1 0 0
3.5 1.448 3.5 1 0 1
3.5 3.5 1.526 1 1 0
3.5 3.5 3.5 1 1 1




VC−H(MAX) = GIEGOIIΘ−H(MAX) + εout = 3.5 + 6σ1 = 3.5 + 0.246 = 3.746 V




VC−L(MAX) = GIEGOIIΘ−L(MAX) + εout = 1.526 + 6σ3 = 1.526 + 0.120 = 1.646 V
VC−L(MIN) = GIEGOIIΘ−L(MIN) − εout = 0.724− 6σ3 = 0.724− 0.072 = 0.652 V
(7.14)
The worst noise margins case scenario is if the system has VC−H(MIN) = 2.642 V and VC−L(MAX)





= 2.144 V (7.15)
From defined VC−H(MIN), VC−L(MAX), and Vthreshold in the worst case scenario we obtain
Table 7.4.
Using equations (7.6) and (7.7) we calculate
VN−H = VC−H(MIN) − Vthreshold = 0.498 V (7.16)
VN−L = Vthreshold − VC−L(MAX) = 0.498 V. (7.17)
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Table 7.4: Three channel VLC PDM system with optical and electrical noise.
VC_120 VC_60 VC_0 Output120 Output60 Output0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.88 0.796 2.642 0 0 1
0.796 2.642 0.796 0 1 0
1.646 3.254 3.254 0 1 1
2.642 0.796 0.88 1 0 0
3.254 1.562 3.254 1 0 1
3.254 3.254 1.646 1 1 0
3.254 3.254 3.254 1 1 1
While not as robust as the noise margins for the two channel system, these noise margins are
also sufficient to enable the system to be quite reliable.
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7.2 PAM4 Modulation of a Two Channel System
Noise analysis of two and three channel linear low-noise CMOS sensor based VLC PDM air
systems showed that noise margins are good enough for that type of VLC PDM system. Four
channel system needs channel coding on the transmitter and on the receiver’s side as we show
in Chapter 5 in order to properly function.
An alternative approach to increasing the data rate is alternative modulation, and in this
section we explore the notion of using Pulse-Amplitude Modulation with 4 levels (PAM4) in
conjunction with the two channel system. Figure 7.3 shows a VLD PDM receiver data channel
based on PAM4. As we can see from Figure 7.3, we use four voltage levels in entire voltage
range 0 to VCC and three comparators with three distinct thresholds VTH−LOW , VTH−middle
and VTH−HIGH to get two bits of data per single channel.
We next apply a candidate PAM4 on the two channel VLC PDM air system. Four nominal
voltage levels at the receiver are used in this design: 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 V. Also, the following
comparator thresholds are used in this design: VTH−LOW = 1.0 V, VTH−middle = 2.0 V and
VTH−HIGH = 3.0 V.
Next we apply expected noise to these nominal signals to show that a two channel PAM4 air
VLC PDM system has good noise margins.
If we apply equation (4.1) to all four voltage levels 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 V we obtain the
following electrical noise for each voltage level:
• For 0.5 V voltage level, from equation (4.1) σ = ±0.009 and noise levels for this voltage
level are 6σ = ±0.054 which yields maximum value of 0.557 V.
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Figure 7.3: VLC PDM receiver data channel based on PAM4.
• For 1.5 V voltage level, from equation (4.1) σ = ±0.02 and noise levels for this voltage
level are 6σ = ±0.12 which yields minimum and maximum values of 1.383 V and
1.623 V.
• For 2.5 V voltage level, from equation (4.1) σ = ±0.03 and noise levels for this voltage
level are 6σ = ±0.18 which yields minimum and maximum values of 2.323 V and
2.683 V.
• For 3.5 V voltage level, from equation (4.1) σ = ±0.041 and noise levels for this voltage
level are 6σ = ±0.246 which yields minimum value of 3.257 V.
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Also we need to add optical interference noise between 0o and 90o polarized light signals to
all four voltage levels 0.5, 1, 2.5 and 3.5 V. Optical interference for each voltage level is:
• For 0.5 V voltage level, optical interference noise between 0o and 90o polarized light
signals is 0.007 V.
• For 1 V voltage level, optical interference noise between 0o and 90o polarized light
signals is 0.02 V.
• For 2.5 V voltage level, optical interference noise between 0o and 90o polarized light
signals is 0.033 V.
• For 3.5 V voltage level optical interference noise between 0o and 90o polarized light
signals is 0.047 V.
We apply the worst noise cases to each of the three channel thresholds VTH−LOW = 1.0 V,
VTH−middle = 2.0 V and VTH−HIGH = 3.0 V to determine the noise margins.
First, we test worst case noise for VTH−LOW = 1.0 V and VTH−HIGH = 3.0 V. Table 7.5 shows
the worst case noise for thresholds VTH−LOW and VTH−HIGH .
For threshold VTH−LOW = 1.0 V, we have VC−H(MIN) = 1.387 V and VC−L(MAX) = 0.601 V
which yields:
VN−H = 1.387− VTH−LOW = 0.387 V (7.18)
VN−L = VTH−LOW − 0.601 = 0.399 V. (7.19)
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Table 7.5: Two channel PAM4 system worst case noise for VTH−LOW and VTH−HIGH .
VC_90 VC_0
Output90 Output0
bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bit 0
0.561 0.561 0 0 0 0
0.574 1.387 0 0 0 1
0.587 2.687 0 0 1 0
0.601 3.261 0 0 1 1
1.387 0.574 0 1 0 0
1.4 1.4 0 1 0 1
1.413 2.7 0 1 1 0
1.427 3.274 0 1 1 1
2.687 0.587 1 0 0 1
2.7 1.413 1 0 1 0
2.713 2.713 1 0 1 0
2.727 3.287 1 0 1 1
3.261 0.601 1 1 0 0
3.274 1.427 1 1 0 1
3.287 2.727 1 1 1 0
3.301 3.301 1 1 1 1
For threshold VTH−HIGH = 3.0 V, we have VC−H(MIN) = 3.261V and VC−L(MAX) = 2.727 V
which yields:
VN−H = 3.261− VTH−HIGH = 0.261 V (7.20)
VN−L = VTH−HIGH − 2.727 = 0.273 V. (7.21)
Second worst case noise analysis is testing noise margins for VTH−middle = 2.0 V. Table 7.6
shows the worst case noise for threshold VTH−middle.
If we apply 6σ noise requirements for threshold VTH−middle = 2.0 V, we have VC−H(MIN) =
2.327V and VC−L(MAX) = 1.667V which yields:
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Table 7.6: Two channel PAM4 system worst case noise for VTH−middle
VC_90 VC_0
Output90 Output0
bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bit 0
0.561 0.561 0 0 0 0
0.574 1.627 0 0 0 1
0.587 2.687 0 0 1 0
0.601 3.261 0 0 1 1
1.627 0.574 0 1 0 0
1.64 1.64 0 1 0 1
1.653 2.687 0 1 1 0
1.667 3.274 0 1 1 1
2.327 0.587 1 0 0 1
2.34 1.653 1 0 1 0
2.353 2.687 1 0 1 0
2.367 3.287 1 0 1 1
3.261 0.601 1 1 0 0
3.274 1.667 1 1 0 1
3.287 2.687 1 1 1 0
3.301 3.301 1 1 1 1
VN−H = 2.327− VTH−middle = 0.327 V (7.22)
VN−L = VTH−middle − 1.667 = 0.333 V. (7.23)
These noise margins are also completely compatible with a robust system.
The result is a monotonic decrease in noise margin as we move from a two channel system
with binary modulation, to a three channel system with binary modulation, to a two channel
system with PAM4 modulation (effectively four channels).
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
The research described in this dissertation is motivated by the desire to investigate and
effectively utilize optics in high speed digital communications using polarization division
multiplexing. In modern high speed digital communications, optics dominates in long distance
communications where very large amounts of data are transferred between the cities, countries,
across oceans, etc., using wavelength division multiplexing.
However, in short distance high speed digital communications, for example within the
building, room, between servers, board-to-board, or chip-to-chip, electrical signals using
copper connections are still predominantly used. A common reason why optics is not utilized
as much for short distances and why electrical signaling copper communication links are still
dominant is that wavelength division multiplexing is not practical to be introduced on short
distances.
Placing wavelength division multiplexing on integrated circuits that are used in servers or
computers inside offices and similar environments is not very practical because it would
require a lot of resources on the integrated chips and it would be very costly.
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On the other hand polarization division multiplexing, even if it has practical limitations
with actual number of channels, can be very effectively used in digital communications links
with short distances. Optical digital communications links on short distances that utilize
polarization division multiplexing are compatible with standard CMOS processing, which is
a significant cost benefit.
8.1 Contributions and Conclusions
In this research we developed several optical multi-channel digital communication systems
based on polarization division multiplexing.
Source laser light signals are polarized using DoFP filter arrays that create multiple channels of
high speed digital data each differentiated from the rest of channels by its angle of polarization.
Polarized light signals are represented with Stokes vectors and DoFP filters are represented
with their Mueller matrix. The process of polarization of light and creation of multiple
channels of data is simulated in this research. DoFP filters are currently used in imaging
applications as they are routinely bonded on integrated chips and used for image processing
applications such are medical imaging.
In this research we use these DoFP filter arrays to show that they can be effectively used in
high-speed optical communications. Also they are very cost effective and they do not take a
lot of resources on the integrated chips.
Polarized light data channels are combined and they travel via air or a fiber optic cable until
they reach the receiver. This light traveling through the air or through a fiber optic cable is
also simulated in this research. When the combined polarized light data channels reach the
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receiver they are separated by a DoFP filter array in the same way as they were polarized on
the transmitter side.
This is also simulated in the research. The separated light channels are then converted by a
photodiode into an electrical signal, amplified and processed through a comparator to recover
the input digital data stream. This receiver circuitry is defined, designed and simulated using
the Cadence 0.5 µm process software tools.
The analysis shows that two and three channel systems are viable (with positive noise
margins); however, the four channel system is unable to uniquely decode all 16 possible
inputs. We addressed this limitation by introducing simple channel coding techniques to the
four channel system.
Channel coding on the input transmitter side means that we applied different amplitudes for
different light source channels. On the output receiver side the channel coding means that
we applied different thresholds on comparators for different channels and for some channels
multiple comparators were used together with multiplexers which were controlled by other
channels outputs to recover correct data streams.
In addition, an example of the system receiver was designed and fabricated using Cadence
0.5 µm process. Test showed that the receiver chip correctly operates with either an electrical
or an optical input signal.
We explored the noise properties of the system though data collection that utilized two distinct
CMOS imaging sensors. The first has a linear response, and the second has a logarithmic
response. These data are used to calibrate the noise models used in each of our systems.
Finally, and end-to-end analysis of the systems illustrates the trade-offs between signal power,
number of channels, and noise margins for a wide variety of candidate designs. Quantitative
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results are presented for two and three channel systems using binary (on-off) modulation
as well as a two channel system that exploits pulse amplitude modulation (PAM4) on each
optical channel.
8.2 Future Work
Since we were not able to bond a DoFP filter array to the receiver chip and perform test,
the priority future work is to perform that experiment. The availability of a chip with an
installed filter array will enable us to demonstrate the entire system in the laboratory.
In the analysis of the fiber optic cable media, we used published data from a long (10 km)
cable, yet our anticipated use case is considerably shorter (under 1 km). Future work will
include the assessment of shorter fibers, and possibly the utilization of polarization preserving
fiber.
Analysis and simulation of the system with more than four channels is another future
experiment we will consider. Noise and power limitations are going to be investigated more
in this experiment. More sophisticated channel coding techniques will be introduced in this
simulation model.
In terms of the speed of the system, there are a lot of examples in the literature how to make
lasers on chip for high-speed digital data communications. We know that DoFP filter arrays
are not limiting factors for achieving a high-speed designs. Also high-speed photodiodes on a
chip are also available in the literature.
We will need to replace amplifier circuit and comparator with hysteresis with TIA amplifier
which is really suited for this type of high-speed digital data communications. There are
a lot of TIA designs in the literature and we will have to investigate more what type of
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TIA amplifier will be good for our application and then we will design and simulate it using
Cadence software tools before we build a chip and test it out.
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A.1 VerilogA model for 2 channel receiver DoFP filtering
of polarized light
When combined 0o and 90o polarized light beams that respectively represent binary sequences
b’0101’ and b’0011’ reach the receiver’s DoFP filter array in air, there is filtering of the
combined polarized light beam. Two independent light beams are results of this filtering.
These independent light beams represent binary sequences b’0101’ and b’0011’ and they are
converted into electrical currents using photodiode circuits for each 0o and 90o data channels.
This analysis is presented in Figure 3.13 in Chapter 3.
In order to simulate the visible light portion of the Cadence system we use a VerilogA model
that is presented here. The VerilogA module name is
DoFP_Polarimeter_Mueller_Matrix_2_Channel_1
[183]
and this VerilogA model creates a hardware component with the same name that is used in





Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2, vss);








parameter delay =0, ttime=1p;
electrical Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_Out_1,
Light_Ch_Out_2,vss;
















I0 = 0.5*T*S0_IN + 0.5*T*D*S1_IN*cos(2*theta1)+
0.5*T*D*S2_IN*sin(2*theta1);
I90 = 0.5*T*S0_IN + 0.5*T*D*S1_IN*cos(2*theta2)+
0.5*T*D*S2_IN*sin(2*theta2);
V(Light_Ch_Out_1) <+ transition(I0, delay, ttime);




A.2 VerilogA model for 3 channel receiver DoFP filtering
of polarized light
When combined 0o, 60o and 120o polarized light beams that respectively represent binary
sequences b’01010101’, b’00110011’ and b’00001111’ reach the receiver’s DoFP filter array in
air, there is filtering of the combined polarized light beam. Three independent light beams
are results of this filtering.
These independent light beams represent binary sequences b’01010101’, b’00110011’ and
b’00001111’ and they are converted into electrical currents using photodiode circuits for each
of 0o, 60o and 120o data channels. This analysis is presented in Figure 3.15 in Chapter 3.
In order to simulate the visible light portion of the Cadence system we use a VerilogA model
that is presented here. The VerilogA module name is
DoFP_Polarimeter_Mueller_Matrix_3_Channel_1
and this VerilogA model creates a hardware component with the same name that is used in





Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2,
Light_Ch_Out_3, vss);
[186]






input Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3;
inout vss;
output Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3;
parameter delay =0, ttime=1p;
electrical Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_Out_1,
Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3, vss;
real S0_0, S1_0, S2_0, S0_60, S1_60, S2_60, S0_120, S1_120, S2_120, S0_IN,


























V(Light_Ch_Out_1) <+ transition(I0, delay, ttime);
V(Light_Ch_Out_2) <+ transition(I60, delay, ttime);




A.3 VerilogA model for 3 channel DoFP filtering of po-
larized light with errors
In Chapter 3 we also simulate Cadence model of 3 channel system with errors. VerilogA
model for this simulation is named
DoFP_Polarimeter_Mueller_Matrix_3_Channel_1_w_errors





Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2,
Light_Ch_Out_3, vss);






input Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3;
[189]
inout vss;
output Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3;
parameter delay =0, ttime=1p;
electrical Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_Out_1,
Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3, vss;
real S0_0, S1_0, S2_0, S0_60, S1_60, S2_60, S0_120, S1_120, S2_120, S0_IN,





























V(Light_Ch_Out_1) <+ transition(I0, delay, ttime);
V(Light_Ch_Out_2) <+ transition(I60, delay, ttime);
V(Light_Ch_Out_3) <+ transition(I120, delay, ttime);
end
endmodule
A.4 VerilogA model for 4 channel receiver DoFP filtering
of polarized light
When combined 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o polarized light beams that respectively represent
binary sequences b’0101010101010101’, b’0011001100110011’, b’0000111100001111’ and
b’0000000011111111’ reach the receiver’s DoFP filter array in air, there is filtering of the
combined polarized light beam. Four independent light beams are results of this filtering.
These independent light beams represent binary sequences b’0101010101010101’, b’0011001100110011’,
b’0000111100001111’ and b’0000000011111111’ and they are converted into electrical currents
[191]
using photodiode circuits for each of 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o data channels. This analysis is
presented in Figure 3.19 in Chapter 3.
In order to simulate the visible light portion of the Cadence system we use a VerilogA model
that is presented here. The VerilogA module name is
DoFP_Polarimeter_Mueller_Matrix_4_Channel_1
and this VerilogA model creates a hardware component with the same name that is used in





Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_In_4, Light_Ch_Out_1,
Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3, Light_Ch_Out_4, vss);







input Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_In_4;
[192]
inout vss;
output Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3, Light_Ch_Out_4;
parameter delay =0, ttime=1p;
electrical Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_In_4,
Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3, Light_Ch_Out_4, vss;
real S0_0, S1_0, S2_0, S0_45, S1_45, S2_45, S0_90, S1_90, S2_90, S0_135,



























I0 = 0.5*T*S0_IN + 0.5*T*D*S1_IN*cos(2*theta1)+
0.5*T*D*S2_IN*sin(2*theta1);
I45 = 0.5*T*S0_IN + 0.5*T*D*S1_IN*cos(2*theta2)+
0.5*T*D*S2_IN*sin(2*theta2);
I90 = 0.5*T*S0_IN + 0.5*T*D*S1_IN*cos(2*theta3)+
0.5*T*D*S2_IN*sin(2*theta3);
I135 = 0.5*T*S0_IN + 0.5*T*D*S1_IN*cos(2*theta4)+
0.5*T*D*S2_IN*sin(2*theta4);
V(Light_Ch_Out_1) <+ transition(I0, delay, ttime);
V(Light_Ch_Out_2) <+ transition(I45, delay, ttime);
V(Light_Ch_Out_3) <+ transition(I90, delay, ttime);




A.5 VerilogA model of photodiode
Photodiode model for each receiver channel is defined in Chapter 3. For Cadence system
design VerilogA model was designed and then Photodiode hardware symbol is defined and it
is used in all Cadence systems simulation model. VerilogA model of Photodiode is defined as
PhotodiodeDesign





inout Anode, Cathode, Light;
electrical Anode, Cathode, Light;
//Semicondutor parameters
//----------------------------------------------------------------
//Acceptor concetration (p-side junction)
parameter real Na=1.0e17;
//Acceptor concetration (n-side junction)
parameter real Nd=1.0e15;
//Intrinsic electron and hole concetration for Si at room temperature
parameter real ni=1.5e10;
[195]
//Carrier Recombination Lifetime (p-side junction)
parameter real tau_n=1.0e-7;
//Carrier Recombination Lifetime (n-side junction)
parameter real tau_p=1.0e-5;
//Hole Mobility (p-side junction)
parameter real u_p_p=200;
//Electron Mobility (p-side junction)
parameter real u_n_p=700;
//Hole Mobility (n-side junction)
parameter real u_p_n=450;






//Relative dielectric coefficient of silicon
parameter real er=11.8;







//Area of Si pn junction
parameter real A=1.0e-4;












//Diffusion coefficient on P-side of Si
real Dp;
//Diffusion coefficient on N-side of Si
real Dn;
//Diffusion length for holes
real Lp;
//Diffusion length for electrons
real Ln;
//Minority concetration of electrons in P-side of Si
real pn;
[197]



















//Diffusion coefficient on N-side of Si
Dp=Vt*u_p_n;
//Diffusion coefficient on P-side of Si
Dn=Vt*u_n_p;
//Diffusion length for holes
[198]
Lp=sqrt(Dp*tau_p);
//Diffusion length for electrons
Ln=sqrt(Dn*tau_n);
//Minority concetration of electrons in P-side of Si
pn=(ni*ni)/Nd;
















A.6 VerilogA model of the full air 2 channel optical part
of the system
Figure 6.17 in Chapter 6 uses the following VerilogA model for the optical part of the system:
DoFP_Polarimeter_Tx_Air_Rx_2_Ch_Full_System.
This VerilogA model defines transmitter’s laser input light beams that represent binary
sequences b’0101’ and b’0011’ that are polarized by 0o and 90o DoFP filters.
After polarization filtering by the transmitter DoFP filter array two light beams are combined
and they travel through air until they reach receiver’s 0o and 90o DoFP filter array where they
are separated to two light beams that still represent binary sequences b’0101’ and b’0011’ and
then they are sent to two receiver’s electrical signal channels to decode the binary sequences.















parameter delay =0, ttime=1p;
electrical Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2,vss;

















I0 = 0.5*T*S0_trans_media + 0.5*T*D*S1_trans_media*cos(2*theta1)
+0.5*T*D*S2_trans_media*sin(2*theta1);
I90 = 0.5*T*S0_trans_media + 0.5*T*D*S1_trans_media*cos(2*theta2)
+0.5*T*D*S2_trans_media*sin(2*theta2);
V(Light_Ch_Out_1) <+ transition(I0, delay, ttime);
V(Light_Ch_Out_2) <+ transition(I90, delay, ttime);
end
endmodule
A.7 VerilogA model of the full air 3 channel optical part
of the system
Figure 6.20 in Chapter 6 uses the following VerilogA model for the optical part of the system:
DoFP_Polarimeter_Tx_Air_Rx_3_Ch_Full_System.
This VerilogA model defines transmitter’s laser input light beams that represent binary
sequences b’01010101’, b’00110011’ and b’00001111’ that are polarized by 0o, 60o and 120o
DoFP filters.
After polarization filtering by the transmitter DoFP filter array three light beams are combined
and they travel through air until they reach receiver’s 0o, 60o and 120o DoFP filter array
where they are separated to two light beams that still represent binary sequences b’01010101’,
b’00110011’ and b’00001111’ and then they are sent to three receiver’s electrical signal
channels to decode the binary sequences.






Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3, vss);






input Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3;
inout vss;
output Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3;
parameter delay =0, ttime=1p;
electrical Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_Out_1,
Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3, vss;
real S0_0, S1_0, S2_0, S0_60, S1_60, S2_60, S0_120, S1_120, S2_120, S0_trans_media,






























V(Light_Ch_Out_1) <+ transition(I0, delay, ttime);
V(Light_Ch_Out_2) <+ transition(I60, delay, ttime);
V(Light_Ch_Out_3) <+ transition(I120, delay, ttime);
end
endmodule
A.8 VerilogA model of the full air 4 channel optical part
of the system
Figure 6.23 in Chapter 6 uses the following VerilogA model for the optical part of the system:
DoFP_Polarimeter_Tx_Air_Rx_4_Ch_Full_System.
This VerilogA model defines transmitter’s laser input light beams that represent binary se-
quences b’0101010101010101’, b’0011001100110011’, b’0000111100001111’ and b’0000000011111111’
that are polarized by 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o DoFP filters.
After polarization filtering by the transmitter DoFP filter array four light beams are combined
and they travel through air until they reach receiver’s 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o DoFP filter
array where they are separated to four light beams that still represent binary sequences
b’0101010101010101’, b’0011001100110011’, b’0000111100001111’ and b’0000000011111111’
and then they are send to four receiver’s electrical signal channels to output the binary
sequences.






Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_In_4, Light_Ch_Out_1,
Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3, Light_Ch_Out_4, vss);







input Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_In_4;
inout vss;
output Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3, Light_Ch_Out_4;
parameter delay =0, ttime=1p;
electrical Light_Ch_In_1, Light_Ch_In_2, Light_Ch_In_3, Light_Ch_In_4,
Light_Ch_Out_1, Light_Ch_Out_2, Light_Ch_Out_3, Light_Ch_Out_4, vss;
real S0_0, S1_0, S2_0, S0_45, S1_45, S2_45, S0_90, S1_90, S2_90,
S0_135, S1_135, S2_135, S0_trans_media, S1_trans_media,
[206]



























I0 = 0.5*T*S0_trans_media + 0.5*T*D*S1_trans_media*cos(2*theta1)
+ 0.5*T*D*S2_trans_media*sin(2*theta1);
I45 = 0.5*T*S0_trans_media + 0.5*T*D*S1_trans_media*cos(2*theta2)
+ 0.5*T*D*S2_trans_media*sin(2*theta2);
I90 = 0.5*T*S0_trans_media + 0.5*T*D*S1_trans_media*cos(2*theta3)
+ 0.5*T*D*S2_trans_media*sin(2*theta3);
I135 = 0.5*T*S0_trans_media + 0.5*T*D*S1_trans_media*cos(2*theta4)
+ 0.5*T*D*S2_trans_media*sin(2*theta4);
V(Light_Ch_Out_1) <+ transition(I0, delay, ttime);
V(Light_Ch_Out_2) <+ transition(I45, delay, ttime);
V(Light_Ch_Out_3) <+ transition(I90, delay, ttime);
V(Light_Ch_Out_4) <+ transition(I135, delay, ttime);
end
endmodule
[208]
